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There! is! a! global! trend! towards! the! use! of! the! Internet! to! search! for! information! about!
health!issues.!We!have!access!to!a!wide!range!of!online!health!information;!especially!the!
so<called!social!media!(e.g.!blogs,!videos).!However,!finding!good!quality!resources!is!not!
easy! in! the! current! context! of! information! overload.! Today,! very! relevant! and! valuable!
health!social!media!has!to!compete!in!visibility!with!misleading!information!such!as!anti<
vaccination! and! pro<anorexia! content.! ! General! web! information! retrieval! approaches,!
such!as!Google,!tend!to!retrieve!popular!content!that!can!be!misleading!or!even!repulsive.!
For!example,!people! searching! for!videos!about!diabetes! foot! care!will!discover! that! the!
top! videos! retrieved! by! a! YouTube! search! include! macabre! amputations.! Traditional!
health! information! retrieval! approaches! based! on! quality! labels! face! many! scalability!
challenges.!The!PhD!project!described!here!focuses!on!the!unmet!need!for!better!technical!
solutions!for!the!retrieval!of!high!quality!and!relevant!health!social!media.!!
This! thesis! summarizes! nearly! six! years’! work! in! the! field! of! health! social! media!
summarized!in!ten!research!papers.!I!have!applied!a!wide!range!of!research!methods!such!
as! qualitative! research!with! patients,!web<data! analysis! and! literature! reviews.!My! first!
research!challenge!was!to!grasp!some!understanding!of!the!emerging!health!social!media!
avalanche!where!research!literature!was!virtually!nonexistent.!Secondly,!I!explored!a!wide!
range! of! technical! solutions! for! the! retrieval! of! relevant! and! trustworthy! health!
information!such!as!web!search<engines,! recommender!systems!and!personalized!health!
education! systems.! ! Building! on! the! knowledge! acquired! during! the! dissertation,! I!
proposed! a! new! trust<based!metric! called! HealthTrust! for! the! retrieval! of! health! social!
media.! ! HealthTrust! is! a! metric! measuring! the! trustworthiness! of! the! content! within! a!
health! community! and! it! can! be! used! to! rank! search! results! of! health! social!media.! The!
rationale! for! choosing! an! approach! based! on! social! network! analysis! within! a! health!
community! relies! on! the! assumption! that! health! communities! have! a! common! shared!
knowledge! about! the! relevance! and! trustworthiness! of! the! content! and! their! providers.!
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Health! Social! Media:! ! is! the! health<related! use! of! social! media! tools! (aka! web!
applications)! that! allows! the! creation! and! sharing! of! user<generated! content.! ! The! term!
Social! Media! is! commonly! used! to! refer! both! the! tools! and! the! content.! Most! popular!
example!of!social!media!is!Facebook,!but!other!sharing!content!sites!such!as!YouTube!are!
also!considered!social!media.!
ePatient:! the! term! ePatients! is! commonly! used! to! refer! to! health! consumers! (patients,!
healthy!people,!caregivers)!that!uses!the!internet!for!their!own!personal!health!purposes.!!
The! term!has!gradually!evolved! to! refer! to!empowered!patients,!who! take!active! role! in!
their!health!taking!advantage!of!new!technologies.!
eHealth:! according! to! the!World!Health!Organization,! eHealth! is! the! use! of! information!
and! communication! technologies! (ICT)! for! health.! Examples! include! treating! patients,!
conducting! research,! educating! the! health! workforce,! tracking! diseases! and! monitoring!
public!health. 
Metadata:! metadata! is! commonly! referred! the! “data! about! data”,! so! the! structured!
description!of!data.!For!example,!a!video!file!will!have!metadata!with!the!title!of!the!video,!
subtitles,!encoding,!etc.!
Information! Retrieval:! information! retrieval! is! the! activity! of! obtaining! information!
resources! from! a! collection! of! resources! (e.g.! videos! from! YouTube).! The! retrieval! of!
information! is! based! on! a! particular! information! need! (e.g.! user! searching! for! diabetes!


























































social! media.! Kaplan! and! Haenlein! defined! social! media! as! consisting! of! a! “set! of! Web!
applications,!which!allows! the! creation!and!exchange!of!user<generated! content”85.!Thus!
health! social! media! can! be! defined! as! “the! application! of! social! media! in! the! health!
domain”.! Social! media! is! becoming! a! popular! channel! for! the! dissemination! of! health!
information97,123.For!example,!more!than!500!channels!have!been!created!on!YouTube!by!
American! hospitals,! containing! thousands! of! videos! 13.! ! Similarly,! the! United! Kingdom’s!
National!Health!Service!has!published!more!than!500!videos!on!YouTube!165.!As!I!explain!
below,!finding!high<quality!social!media!is!no!easy!task!despite!the!abundance!of!content.!
This! PhD! dissertation! researches! the! problem! of! the! health! information! overload,!
especially! in! social!media! and! online! videos.! I! aim! to! increase! our! understanding! about!
how! health! social!media! content! is! generated,! disseminated! and! consumed.! The! case! of!
online! videos! is! of! paramount! importance,! since! it! is! one! of! the!most! popular! types! of!
online! content! and! has! been! shown! to! have! great! potential! for! the! education! of! both!
patients! and! professionals.! My! final! objective! is! to! design! new! tools! and! algorithms! to!
make! it! easier! to! find! relevant! resources! for! health! consumers.! This! is! a! particularly!
important!societal!challenge!since!social!media! is!used!massively! in!our!society,!and!as! I!
explain! later! in! the! introduction,! the! quality! of! health! social! media! can! be! very!
heterogeneous.!
In!this!chapter,!I!provide!a!complete!overview!of!the!work!carried!out!in!this!dissertation.!
First!of!all,! the!subsection!“Background! for! the!research”!summarizes! the!background!of!
the! work! carried! out! in! this! dissertation! and! it! is! followed! by! a! brief! summary! of! the!
“Research! Gaps”.! Secondly,! I! introduce! the! “Research! Problems! and! Questions”.! The!
section! “Research! Context”! introduces! the! context! of! the! research.! In! the! following!
subsections!of!Research!Approach!and!Research!Design,! I! explain!how! the! research!was!








blogs,! and! web! portals.! The! perfect! storm! of! online! content! has! been! catalyzed! by! the!
appearance!of! social!media.!Kaplan!and!Haenlein!defined!social!media!as! consisting!of!a!
“set! of! Web! applications,! which! allows! the! creation! and! exchange! of! user<generated!
content”85.! !For!example,!YouTube!allows!the!creation!and!exchange!of!videos!and!Flickr!
the! sharing! of! photos.! Most! health! agencies,! hospitals! and! healthcare! organizations!
publish! content! on! social! media! channels.! As! S.! Fox! reports,! patients! and! individual!
healthcare!professionals!are!also!creating!social!media!content!151.!This!is!not!surprising!if!
we!take!into!account!the!popularity!of!social!media!channels!such!as!Facebook!(2nd!most!
visited! web! worldwide)! and! YouTube! (3rd! most! visited! web! worldwide! according! to!
www.alexa.com).! As! Figure! 1! shows,! hundreds! of! American! hospitals! publish! videos! on!
YouTube!13.!A!similar!trend!has!also!been!found!in!Europe10.!Not!surprisingly,!this!growth!
in!online!health!videos! is!being!driven!by!an! increase! in!demand.! In! fact,!most!adults! in!













the! medical! content! or! its! popularity60.! What! is! more,! relevance! which! is! a! traditional!
information! retrieval! metric! is! not! trivial! in! the! health! domain! since! it! is! highly!
personalized.!For!example,!a!video!about!cooking!without!sugar!will!be!relevant!for!most!
people!affected!by!diabetes!but!not!for!people!affected!by!a!cystic!fibrosis<related!diabetes!
who! can! eat! food! with! sugar.! A! third! challenge! is! the! appearance! of! misleading! and!
harmful! information120,136,such!as!promoting!anorexia!as!a! lifestyle.!As!explained! later! in!
my!studies!about!anorexia!videos,!misleading!information!can!be!popular,!relevant!for!the!
topic,!of!high!quality!(e.g.!visually!appealing)!and!even!contain!accurate! information.!For!
example,! members! of! the! pro<anorexia! online! community! share! tips! such! as! taking!
laxatives!which!is!a!dangerous!but!effective!way!of! losing!weight!and!those!sharing!such!
harmful!information!may!be!highly!reputable!within!their!pro<anorexia!community.!
YouTube! is! a! good! example! of! the! “perfect! storm”! of! Health! Social! Media.! The! video!
sharing! platform!YouTube!was! created! in! 2006.! It! has! gradually! become! the! third!most!
visited! webpage! worldwide! and! the! biggest! repository! of! videos.! ! YouTube’s! global!
audience! has! motivated! many! healthcare! actors! to! publish! content! on! that! platform!
including! the! World! Health! Organization,! the! UK´s! National! Health! Service,! the! New!
England! Journal! of!Medicine,! patients,!medical! associations! and! individuals.!The! content!
provided! by! those! actors! does,! however,! not! solve! the! issue! of! quality! since!misleading!
videos!are!reportedly!highly!ranked!when!searching!for!specific!topics.!!!
The"symbiosis"of"trust"and"relevance"is"the"key"
The! ubiquitous! concepts! in! the! online! health! debate! are! “reliability”,! “credibility”,!
“reputation”!and!“trust”!of!content.!As!explained!in!Chapter!5,!these!inter<related!concepts!
are! highly! complex! but! in! most! cases! refer! to! the! reputation! acquired! by! an! academic!
degree!or!professional!license,!and!the!reputation!built!within!a!community!(e.g.!the!most!






communities! in! building! trust! is! crucial.! In! fact,! online! health! communities! are! complex!
structures!where!different!stakeholders!and!sub<communities!co<exist!and!influence!each!
other28.! ! To! retrieve! online! information,! one! has! to! consider! the! relevance! of! the!
information!and!the!trustworthiness!of!the!messenger.!!
The"web"information"retrieval"approach"
In! the! current! context! of! information! overload,! more! information! does! not! necessarily!
make! it! easier! to! find! relevant! health! information.! Not! surprisingly,! most! health!
consumers!use!general!web!search!engines!to! find!health! information151.!As!explained!in!
this! dissertation,! traditional! web! information! retrieval! tends! to! retrieve! highly! popular!
content!which!in!many!cases!is!bogus!and!misleading!health!information54.!The!popularity!
of! YouTube! extends! to! the! health! domain,! and! it! represents! a! prime! example! of! the!
problems! of! finding! high<quality! social!media.! In! fact,! despite! the! advanced! information!
retrieval! algorithms! developed! by! YouTube,! which! is! owned! by! Google,! there! is! great!
concern! about! the! quality! of! health! videos! on! that! platform!where! it! is! common! to! find!
highly! ranked! videos! promoting! anorexia! as! a! lifestyle! or! lobbying! against! vaccination!
86,136,152.As!I!will!explain!in!this!dissertation,!you!can!find!very!good!and!trustworthy!videos!
on!YouTube!but!they!are!often!less!visible!than!misleading!and!harmful!videos.!Given!this!




health<domain.! For! example,! a! video! about! a! singer!who! happens! to! be! diabetic!
tends!to!be!highly!ranked!despite!its!minimal!value!for!patients!with!diabetes.!!
• Misleading! information! is! also! highly! ranked.! There! are! communities! which!
promote! misleading! information,! e.g.! anti<vaccination,! and! also! bogus! content!
promoting!fake!cures!for!incurable!diseases.!
The"web"health"information"retrieval"approach"
Traditional! web! health! information! retrieval! has! mainly! been! based! on! quality!
certification! or! seals,! combining! both! manual! and! semi<manual! approaches47.! A! very!
common! approach! has! been! the! promotion! of! quality! labels! given! by! third! party!




the!manual! review! of! content! by! health! professionals! is! too! costly! to! be! applied! in! the!
exploding! health! social! media! context14.! Their! vision! of! quality! focuses! mainly! on! the!




• Certifications!are!traditionally!given!to!the!site!but!not! to! its!content:!a!blog!may!
have!the!quality!seal!but!not!each!blog!post.!
• Most! quality! seals! ignore! non<medical! parameters! such! as! complexity! of! the!
language,!joyfulness,!technical!quality,!etc.!
Other"approaches"
The! problem! of! finding! relevant! information! for! patients! is! not! only! addressed! as! an!
information! retrieval! challenge.! The! domain! of! personalized! health! education! has! been!
dealing! for! many! years! with! the! recommendation! of! online! health! information! that! is!
personalized!according!to!the!unique!needs!of!patients102.!Traditional!personalized!health!
education!is!based!on!structured!metadata!of!the!profiles!and!educational!resources,!while!




This! PhD! project! started! in! 2007!when! the! explosion! of! social!media! was! yet! to! come.!














exist! for! facilitating! the! retrieval! of! relevant! trustworthy! health! social! media.! ! Many! of!
those! advanced! techniques! have! been! successfully! applied! in! the! area! of! social! media.!
Although! the! quality! of! health! content! retrieved! by! web! search! engines! has! been!
contested,! traditional! web! information! retrieval! research! has! not! addressed! the! health!
domain!as!a!study!case.!Consequently,!very!few!of!those!techniques!have!been!applied!to!
the!context!of!health!social!media!and!none!of!them,!to!our!knowledge,!to!the!retrieval!of!




It! is! well! known! that! trust! and! credibility! are! key! factors! when! finding! online! health!
information.! Trust! in! a! health! website! can! be! affected! by! multiple! factors,! such! as!
accessibility!and!style,!and!not!merely!the!accuracy!of! the!content!143.! In!addition,!online!
communities!of!patients!are!known!to!be!very!good!at!finding!trustworthy!information45.!
Part!of! the! success!of!online!health! communities! lies! in! the! creation!of! a! social!network!
where!influence!and!trust!is!built!on!solid!links!between!users.!One!of!the!main!research!




















those!metrics! to! improve! the! retrieval!of!health! social!media.!Although! that! approach! is!
not!entirely!new!outside! the!health!domain,!very! few!studies!on!social!network!analysis!
have! applied! to! online! health! communities! 24,28,104and! even! fewer! have! focused! on! the!
retrieval!of!health!social!media.!
1.3. Research!Questions!
This! dissertation! addresses! the! lack! of! research! in! the! area! of! health! social! media,!








• How! can! Social! Network! Analysis! be! used! to! extract! information! about! the!
characteristics!of!health!social!media?!
• Can!trust<based!metrics!improve!the!retrieval!of!social!videos!about!diabetes?!
The! first! two! research! questions! can! be! grouped! as! background! research! within! this!
dissertation.! ! The! third! research! question! deals! with! experiments! related! to! social!
network! analysis! of! health! social! media.! The! latter! uses! a! metric! derived! from! social!
network! analysis! for! retrieving! health! social!media.! The! research! performed! to! answer!
RQ1!and!RQ2!was!necessary!to!understand!the!context!of!the!more!experimental!research!
of! this! dissertation! addressed! in!RQ3! and!RQ4.The! research! conducted! to! answer!RQ1!




lifestyle,! consequently!making! that! case<study! one! of! the!most! complex! and! interesting.!












media! (e.g.! metadata,! users’! motivations).! RQ1! has! been! very! challenging! due! to! the!
immaturity! of! the! research! in! this! area,! especially! concerning! online! videos.! ! This!
research!question!is!sub<divided!into!the!following!sub<questions:!
• RQ1.1:! Does! the! online! community! influence! the! motivation! of! people! with!
chronic!conditions!to!publish!videos!about!their!health?!













I!established! the! third!research!question! to!explore!how!social!network!analysis!can!be!
used! to! characterize! online! communities! and! trust! within! these! communities.! Online!
diabetes!communities!were!selected!as!the!case<study!since!it!is!one!of!the!most!common!
chronic!diseases.!The!selection!of!anorexia!as!a!case<study!was!due!to!the!problem!of!the!
sub<communities! promoting! anorexia! as! a! lifestyle.! This! question! is! divided! into! the!
following!questions:!










be! used! to! improve! the! retrieval! of! online! diabetes! videos.! The! goal! of! this! research!
question! is! to!study!the!possibility!of!using!metrics!based!on!social!network!analysis! to!
improve!the!retrieval!of!diabetes!videos.!
• RQ4.1:! Can! a! metric! of! trustworthiness! within! a! health! community! be! used! to!
retrieve!relevant!trustworthy!providers!of!diabetes!videos?!
• RQ4.2:! Can! a! metric! of! trustworthiness! within! a! health! community! be! used! to!
search!for!relevant!trustworthy!diabetes!videos?!
1.4. Research!Context!





This! dissertation! started! in! 2007! when! social! media! was! just! becoming! popular! and!
almost!no!research!had!been!conducted!in!health!social!media.!!For!example,!YouTube!was!
created!in!2005!and!now!it! is!the!third!most!visited!website!worldwide!and!hundreds!of!
hospitals! publish! content! on! YouTube.! This! is! just! an! example! of! how! fast! the! field! of!
health! social! media! is! evolving.! Another! additional! problem! is! the! multidisciplinary!










exponential! adoption! of! health! social! media! that! has! facilitated! access! to! data! and!
publications!due!to!the!unprecedented!interest!in!the!field.!!As!an!example!of!the!interest!
in! the! topic! I! have! been! regularly! invited! to! interviews! on! th! radio,! printed!media,! and!
keynotes!at!conferences.!This!interest!in!our!research!is!partially!responsible!for!the!extra<
time!needed!for!the!dissertation.!
The! work! performed! in! this! dissertation! took! place! with! the! collaboration! of! multiple!
research!groups!such!as:!
IMIA!Social!Media!Working!Group!(International):!from!the!beginning!of!my!dissertation!I!










distributed! system! group! at! the! Computer! Science! Department! of! the! University! of!

















Children’s! Health! Informatics! Program! (Harvard! Medical! School,! USA):! During! my! stay!
abroad!in!the!USA!I!was!hosted!in!the!group!of!Assis.!Professor!Kenneth!Mandl.!That!stay!
was! crucial! for! a! better! understanding! of! the! health! domain! and! also! the! challenges! of!
deploying!web!applications!for!health!consumers.!
Diabetes! Hands! Foundation! (USA):! ! the! Diabetes! Hands! Foundation! and! its! president!
Manny! Hernandez! were! crucial! for! the! success! of! this! project.! They! facilitated! the!
recruitment! of! patients! within! the! online! community! TuDiabetes! and! in! lengthy!
conversations!helped!me!understand! the!problems! that! people!with!diabetes! face!when!
searching!for!health!information.!
Psinet! Research! Group! –Open! University! of! Catalunya! (Spain):! this! group! of! the! Open!
University!of!Catalunya!was!crucial! to!help!me!understand!the!psychological! factors!that!
patients! face! when! seeking! online! health! information! or! peer<support.! ! Dr.! Manuel!
Armayones!from!that!group!has!been!collaborating!with!me!for!most!of!the!PhD!project.!
!
Microsoft! Research/Yahoo! Research! (Israel):! The! collaboration! with! Dr.! Elad! Yom<Tov!
(now!working! at!Microsoft! Research! and!previously! at! Yahoo)! on!RQ3.Paper1!was! very!




of! funding! has! been! the! Tromsø! Telemedicine! Laboratory! (a! Centre! for! Research<based!

















In!order! to!address!RQ1!about! the!current!challenges!of! finding!health!social!media!and!
videos! we! performed! mainly! two! types! of! studies:! literature! reviews! and! qualitative!
content! analysis.! !We! performed!RQ1.Study! 1! consisting! of! the! analysis! of! videos! from!
patients! who! were! sharing! about! their! disease! on! YouTube.! ! The! methodology! of! this!
study!was!based!on!the!use!of!qualitative!techniques!under!the!supervision!of!a!panel!of!
psychologists.!Since!the!metadata!of!the!health!videos!was!crucial!for!information!retrieval!
we! performed! a! couple! of! studies! (RQ1.Study! 2)! to! understand! the! characteristics! of!





aspect! of! this! research! is! the! understanding! of! the! human! aspects! that! stimulate! the!
creation!of!health!videos.!Finally,!I!decided!to!conduct!a!more!detailed!study!(RQ1.Study!















communities.! ! RQ3.Study! 1! explored! the! sub<community! interaction! in! the! case! of!
anorexia! where! two! distinguished! sub<communities! were! interacting! and! one! was!
promoting! a! harmful! view! of! the! disease.! RQ3.Study! 2! focused! on! the! study! of! the!
characteristics! of! diabetes! communities,! including! the! influence!of! the!different! types! of!
members.!!
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PhD! is! framed.! The! health! domain! is! very! complex! and! includes! societal,! health! and!
psychological!aspects.!Research!on!the!application!of! informatics! in!the!health!domain! is!
inevitably! multidisciplinary.! The! multidisciplinary! nature! of! this! dissertation! has! been!
addressed!by!the!collaboration!with!people!from!different!disciplines!across!the!different!
studies.!Among!others,!we!have!collaborated!with!psychologists,!healthcare!professionals,!













































cannot! realistically! be! addressed! in! one! dissertation.! Thus,! it! is! not! possible! to!
automatically! generalize! all! my! contribution.! However,! the! study! cases! were! carefully!
designed! to! have! a! reasonable! representation! of! the! most! significant! challenges! (e.g.,!




background! studies! constitute! a! clear! contribution! to! the! eHealth! field.! ! I! contributed!









In! this! dissertation! the! network! dynamics! of! health! communities! have! been! studied! in!
order!to!better!understand!the!influences!within!the!communities.!This!contribution!was!
based!on!studies!on!diabetes!and!anorexia!communities.! I!participated! in!research! that!


























































to! increase! awareness! and! scientific! discussion! about! the! topic.! For! example,! I! have!
participated!in!brief!communications!about!online!health!and!social!media!that!have!been!
published!in!The!Lancet!1!and!the!British!Medical!Journal!142.!
My!research!has!been! featured! in!major!newspapers! in!Spain! 39!and! India! 84,!and!also! in!
two!health<related!newspapers!in!Spain!12,127,!and!radio!interviews!in!Norway!and!Spain.!
In!addition! to!press! features,! I!have!been!collaborating! in! five!books!about!Health!Social!




I! have! been! invited! to! give! keynotes! at! several! conferences! about! topics! related! to!my!
dissertation,!such!as!the!Annual"Norwegian"National"Gynecology"and"Obstetrics"Conference!
(2012),! the! Spanish" Congress" of" Patients" with" Cancer! (2013),! the! Spanish" Congress" of"
Patients"with"Chronic"Diseases!(2014),!the!open!session!of!the!Spanish"Medical"Informatics"
Conference! (2014)! and! Keynote! at! the!Taiwanese"Annual"Medical" Informatics"Conference!
(2014).! Most! of! my! slides! from! conferences! are! available! in! Slideshare! (available! at!
htttp://slideshare.net/luis.luque),!which!have!accumulated!thousands!of!views.!I!have!also!
been! involved! in! the!Scientific!Program!Committees!of! several! international! conferences!
such! as! (IEEE! CBMS,! Medicine! 2.0,! IEEE! BHI).! I! was! also! chairman! for! 3! years! of! the!







got! very! interested! in! the! topic.! They! decided! to! become! entrepreneurs! in! the! area! of!
Health!Social!Media.! I!supported!them!in!the!process!both!financially!and!advising!about!
the!complexities!of!the!eHealth!business.!Since!the!end!of!2011,!the!company!has!provided!











• Quality! indicator!(Cited!by!3!2):! this! is!a!new!spin<off! journal! from!JMIR,!the!top!journal! in!the!
field!of!eHealth.!
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promoted" through" videoQbased" social"media:" anorexia" on" YouTube.! J! Med! Internet! Res.! 2013! Feb!
13;15(2):e30.!
• Relevance:!in!this!study!we!explored!the!reliability!of!YouTube!videos!about!anorexia.!!We!found!
a! significant! amount! of! misleading! videos! promoting! anorexia! as! a! lifestyle! and! some! of! the!
shortcomings!of!the!results!retrieved!from!YouTube.!
• My! contribution:! I! co<led! the! paper! with! researchers! from! the! Tapei! Medical! University!
(Taiwan).! My! main! contribution! was! with! the! study! design,! data! collection! and! the!
interpretation!of!the!results.!









the" Social" Web" for" health" personalization.! J! Med! Internet! Res.! 2011! Jan! 28;13(1):e15.! doi:!
10.2196/jmir.1432.!
• Relevance:! this! paper! provides! a! complete! review! of! different! techniques! for! extracting!
information!from!health!social!networks.!!
• My! Contribution:! as! leading! author! I! coordinated! the! whole! study! and! paper! writing.! Other!
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health!social!media.!





photo! sharing:! a! tale! of! two! warring! tribes.! J! Med! Internet! Res.! 2012! Nov! 7;14(6):e151.! doi:!
10.2196/jmir.2239.!
• Relevance:! in! this! study! we! explored! the! interaction! within! pro<anorexia! and! anti<anorexia!
communities,!showing!that!health!communities!are!inter<related!and!highly!complex!structures.!!
• My! contribution:! I! participated! in! the! original! idea! of! the! study,! discussion! of! the! results,!
manuscript!writing.!I!was!the!only!author!specialized!in!the!health!and!eHealth!domain.!
• Quality! indicator! (Cited! by! 6):! this! paper! is! published! in! JMIR,! which! is! the! leading! eHealth!
journal!with!a!JCR!IF!of!4.7!(2010).!!!
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• My!contribution!(Cited!by!5):! I! coordinated! the!whole!study!and!paper!writing.!Other!authors!
helped!in!the!discussion,!recruitment!of!patients!and!the!application!for!the!Institutional!Review!
Board.!
• Quality! indicator:! this! short! paper! was! accepted! in! CIKM! 2011,! which! is! one! of! the! top!
conferences! in! Information! Retrieval! according! to! the! Australian! Government! ranking! of!
conferences! (CORE! A! Level,! data! available! at! http://www.core.edu.au/).! CKIM! has! very! low!
acceptance!rate!(30%!for!short!papers).!!
RQ4.Paper!2:FernandezOLuque!L*,!Karlsen!R,!Melton!GB.!HealthTrust:"A"Social"Network"Approach"
for" Retrieving" Online" Health" Videos.! J! Med! Internet! Res.! 2012! Jan! 31;14(1):e22.! doi:!
10.2196/jmir.1985. 
• Relevance:! this! full! paper! evaluated! the! HealthTrust! metric! for! the! retrieval! of! social! videos!
about!diabetes.!
• My!contribution:!I!coordinated!the!whole!study!and!paper!writing.!Dr.!Melton!helped!with!more!
clinical! discussion,! the! recruitment! of! patients! and! the! submission! of! the! IRB! (Institutional!
Review!Board)!at!the!University!of!Minnesota.!Associated!Prof.!Randi!provided!advice!with!the!
algorithm!aspects.!
• Quality! indicator! (Cited! by! 13):! this! paper! is! published! in! JMIR,!which! is! the! leading! eHealth!
journal!with!a!JCR!IF!of!4.7!(2010).!!!
1.9. Thesis!Structure!
This! dissertation! is! organized! as! follows.! Section! 2:! “A! real! life! example:! finding!
trustworthy!health!social!media”!provides!a!real!life!case!to!understand!the!perspective!of!
the!information!seeker.!The!following!sections!(from!Section!3!to!Section!6)!describe!the!
different! parts! of!my! research! designed! to! answer! the! research! questions.! Finally! these!
sections! are! completed! with! the! discussion! of! the! dissertation! (e.g.! summary! of! key!








In! the! summer! of! 2011,! I! got! the! nicest! surprise! ever! when! we! found! out! we! were!
expecting!twins.!Shortly!after!the!ultrasound!the!doctors!measured!the!twins!and!found!a!












surgery!was! very! grim,! and! the! treatment! consisted!of! dividing! the!placenta!using! laser!
surgery.!My!search!for!information!on!hospital!websites!and!research!literature!was!very!
unpleasant,! they! tended! to! focus! on! the! most! serious! cases! and! in! many! cases! the!
information! was! old! and! therefore! inaccurate.! ! Suspiciously,! some! hospitals! which!
performed! the! laser! surgery! had! worrisome! and! outdated! information! about! TTTS!
followed!by!the!recommendation!to!visit!them.!
My!search!then!turned!to!social!media.!Searching!for!images!is!powerful!and!effective,!the!











After! that,! I! started! to! search! for!videos!on!YouTube.!The!experience!also!produced!mix!
feelings.!The!most!common!videos!were!ones!made!by!parents!who!had!lost!one!or!two!of!
their! twins,! although! nowadays! with! surgery! most! cases! have! a! better! prognosis.! “In!
memoriam”!videos!were!very!common,!despite!in!most!cases!the!prognosis!being!good.!If!







us,!we!would!have!saved!a! lot!of! time.!As!shown!in!Figure!5,!sometimes!very! informative!
videos!of!a!high!technical!quality!(e.g.!audio,!video)!were!very!hard!to!find!due!to!the!lack!
of!proper!descriptions!because!they!had!very!low<quality!metadata.!The!best!videos!about!







As! informed! eParents! and! without! much! help! from! our! local! hospital,! we! managed! to!
speed!up!the!process!of!diagnosis,!which!is!urgent!since!surgery!(if!necessary)!needs!to!be!
























In! order! to! address! those! research! questions,! I! designed! and! participated! in! a! set! of!








• RQ1.2:! Do! health! videos! contain! relevant! medical! vocabulary! in! their!
textual!metadata?!
• RQ1.3:!What!are!the!quality!features!of!online!health!videos?!





Subsection! 3.2)! provides! insights! into! community! aspects! and! human! factors! of! health!
social! videos.! Subsection! 3.3! reports! on! a! review! study! of! the! quality! features! of! online!
health! videos.! That! study! was! complemented! by! a! study! on! the! differences! between!
misleading! and! informative! videos! related! to! anorexia,! see! Subsection! 3.5.! Finally,!
Subsection!3.5! reports!on! two! studies! aimed!at! characterizing! the!metadata!of!YouTube!




Since! the! origins! of! humanity! we! have! been! exploring! new! ways! to! communicate.!
Communication!is!an!inherent!part!of!mankind!and!most!historical!revolutions!have!come!
about! through!disruptive! innovations! to! the!way!we!communicate.!Marshall!McLuhan! in!
his!book!“Understanding!Media:!The!extensions!of!Man”,!explained!that!media!has!evolved!
technologically! from! the! spoken! word! to! manuscripts,! print! and! more! recently! to! the!
electronic! media110.! Each! technical! evolution! has! resulted! in! an! easier! production! and!
distribution!of!media.!The!emergence!of!the!Internet!and!the!social!web!in!particular!has!
taken! the! reach! of! the! media! to! unprecedented! levels.! Nowadays,! somebody! can! use! a!
mobile!phone!to!make!a!video!and!share!it!instantly!on!a!social!network!such!as!Facebook!
or!YouTube,!reaching!a!massive!global!audience!within!minutes.!!What!is!more,!that!video!
can! be! enriched! by! comments! of! thousands! of! viewers! transforming! the! original!media!
into!a!massive!dialog.!According!to!Wikipedia,!social!media!refers!to!“the!use!of!web<based!
and! mobile! technologies! to! turn! communication! into! interactive! dialogue”.! Another!
definition!was!proposed!by!Andreas!Kaplan!and!Michael!Haenlein!who!define!social!media!
as!“a!group!of!Internet<based!applications!that!build!on!the!ideological!and!technological!
foundations! of!Web! 2.0,! which! allows! the! creation! and! exchange! of!user<generated!
content.”85.!
The! current! explosion! of! social! media! has! been! made! possible! due! to! usability! and!
technical!improvements!of!the!web.!In!the!mid<90s,!creating!a!website!or!web!content!in!






the! transformation! of! the! Internet! into! a! massive! repository! of! content! and! social!







can! be! enriched! with! metadata! about! the! geo<location! where! the! video! was! made! and!
shared!on!YouTube!and!Facebook.!Using!the!YouTube!API!the!description!of!the!video!can!














One!of! the! first! attempts! to! conceptualize!health! social!media!was!made!by!Dr.!Gunther!
Eysenbach! with! the! creation! of! the! Medicine! 2.0! term! (see! Figure! 6).! His! definition! of!
Medicine! 2.0! lays! emphasis! on! the! new! principles! boosted! by! social! media,! such! as!











Although! it! is!virtually! impossible! to!categorize!health!social!media,!some!attempts!have!
been!made!based!on! the! functionalities! currently! supported!by!most! social!media! tools.!
The! Social! Media! Working! Group! of! the! International! Medical! Informatics! Association!
(official! website:! http://imiasocialmedia.wordpress.com/)! stratified! social! media! tools!
across!eleven!categories:!1)!Social!Networking!(e.g.,!Facebook,!MySpace);!2)!Professional!
Networking! (e.g.,! LinkedIn),! 3)! Microblogs! (e.g.,! Twitter),! 4)! Blogs! (e.g.,! Wordpress,!




Founded! in!2005,! YouTube! is! the! leading! free! video<sharing! site! that! allows!people! and!
organizations!to!find,!view!and!share!videos.!In!the!USA,!watching!online!videos!has!been!










Videos! on! YouTube! do! not! just! consist! of! the! video! itself,! they! are! enriched! by! a! set! of!




as! the! ability! to! create! 3D! videos! and! also! interactive! videos!with! elements! that! can! be!
clickable.!!
YouTube!is!gradually!becoming!a!major!channel!for!the!dissemination!of!health!education!
and! it! is! also! widely! used! as! a! communication! channel! by! patients25! and! healthcare!
providers80.!Publishing!health!videos!on!YouTube!is!not!an!easy!task!and!some!institutions!
such!as!the!Centers!for!Disease!Control!and!Prevention!(CDC)!have!developed!a!guideline!
for!publishing!on!YouTube! 21.!One!of! the!main!characteristics!of!YouTube! is! that!anyone!
can!publish!regardless!of!their!message!or!intention.!Therefore,!concerns!about!the!quality!
of!health!information!on!YouTube!are!common.!YouTube!has!also!become!a!major!channel!






YouTube! is! a!major! example! of! the! need! for! information! retrieval! tools! because! finding!
content! in! such!a! vast! repository! is!difficult!without! automatic! tools.!The!most! common!
ways!of!finding!new!videos!on!YouTube!are!1)!search!engines!and!2)!recommended!videos!
(aka! related! videos).! ! Little! is! known! about! YouTube! search,! but! in! a! recent! paper! the!






mean! one! likes! the! content.! ! In! short,! in! order! to! give! recommendations! the! system!
estimates!which!videos!are!often!co<watched!in!the!same!user!sessions.!The!related!videos!
are! then! ranked! based! on! video! quality,! user! preferences! and! diversification.! The! video!
quality! is! measured! taking! into! account! views,! ratings,! comments,! favoriting,! sharing!
activity!and!upload!time.!!!!
The! search! algorithms! implemented! on! YouTube! search! have! not! been! published.!
However,!in!a!panel!the!search!leader!at!YouTube!said!that!they!are!mainly!based!on!the!
relevance! algorithms! used! by! Google! 160,! ! which! are! enhancements! from! the! original!
PageRank.!In!the!PageRank!search!algorithm!(explained!in!more!detail!in!Section!6.1),!the!
more! income! links! a! website! has,! the! higher! the! endorsement! and! PageRank! of! the!
website.! In! the! case! of! YouTube,! we! expect! user! interaction/popularity! to! be! the! main!
source!of!data!used!for!calculating!trust<based!scores.!
The!design!of!YouTube!search!and!related!videos!explains!why! there! is!a! concern!about!
the!quality!of!retrieved!videos!in!the!health!domain.!A!health!video!that!is!attractive!for!an!
audience! will! tend! to! be! highly! ranked! regardless! of! why! it! is! “attractive”.! ! Gruesome!
health!videos!have!a!high!ranking!because!sadly!many!users!find!bloody!and!nasty!videos!
interesting.! For! example,! in! a! video! about! a! diabetic! foot! infection! one! often! sees!
comments! such! as! “I! liked! the! ‘crunch’! part”,! meaning! the! part! where! the! toe! bone! is!
amputated.! Similar! problems! occur!with! health! videos!with! little! informative! value! that!














Due!to! the! lack!of!studies!about! the!motivations!of! the!creators!of!online!health!videos! I!
interviewed! several! patients! about! their! experience! of! sharing! videos! on! YouTube.! We!
aimed! to! explore! their! motivations! and! challenges! in! order! to! gather! more! knowledge!
about! community! insights! into! patient<led! content! creation.! In! a! similar! study,! other!



















Age! Sex! Disease! Video!link!




31! Male! Diabetes! http://www.youtube.com/watc
h?v=jsP9nZXIpME!
Laurenvparrot!(LP)! 29! Female! Multiple!sclerosis! http://www.youtube.com/watc
h?v=Atq0LP_mfYE!
Sixuntilme!(KS)! 32! Female! Diabetes! http://www.youtube.com/watc
h?v=lc9hA4gmlhw!
3.2.2. Results!
The! videos! addressed! four! major! topics:! the! reason! for! making! the! first! videos,! the!
objectives!that!they!achieved,!community!aspects!and!negative!consequences.!!
Overall,! the! initial! motivation! was! to! fill! a! gap! in! the! content! available! on! YouTube.!
Patients!described!the! lack!of!content! from!a!patient’s!point!of!view.!One!of! the!patients!
said! that! he! felt! a! lack! of! content! depicting!diabetes! from!a!positive! viewpoint.! Another!
patient! described! the! lack! of! videos! about! patients! with! multiple! sclerosis! suffering! a!
relapse,!she!decided!to!share!her!experience!so!others!could!be!spared!the!anxiety!of!not!
knowing!what! to!expect.!This!highlights! that! the!content!generated!by!patients!normally!







alone.! They! also! mentioned! that! “followers”! kept! asking! about! the! health! of! the! video!
makers! or! even! suggested! new! topics.! The! creators´! awareness! of! the! community! was!
crucial! to! sustain! quality! due! to! the! feeling! of! being!watched! by! their! communities.! For!
that! reason,! one! of! the! patients! had! systematically! refused! to! support! any! commercial!














Patients’!main! reason! for!making!videos!was! to! cover!aspects!and!angles!not! commonly!
addressed!by!other! video!makers! such! as!health! authorities.! The! role! of! the! community!
was! omnipresent! in! all! the! patients! who! were! endorsed! by! their! viewers! and! their!
awareness!of!the!need!to!maintain!their!online!reputation!was!also!clear.!
In! relation! to! the! questions! addressed! in! this! dissertation,! the! findings! in! the! study,!
although! preliminary! due! to! the! small! sample! size,! support! the! approach! of! inferring!
community! support! as! a! crucial! part! of! the! trust! concerning! content.! That! trust! is! built!
slowly!via!multiple!interactions!with!other!peers!via!comments,!videos,!etc.!ePatients!are!




This! study! focused!on! the! characterization!of! the! features! related! to!health!videos.!Web!
information! retrieval! is! normally! based! on! the! textual! analysis! of! metadata! such! as!
descriptions,!tags!and!comments.!The!lack!of!previous!studies!characterizing!metadata!in!
health!videos!was!one!of! the!key! challenges!of!my!dissertation.! !This! study!was!divided!
into!two!different!experiments:!one!characterizing!the!disclosure!of!private!information!in!
comments! on! health<related! videos! (RQ1.Paper2),! and! the! use! of! standardized! medical!






3.3.1. Private! Health! Information! Comments! on! Multiple! Sclerosis!
Videos!
The! RQ1.Paper2! describes! this! study! on! the! comments! made! on! social! videos! about!
multiple! sclerosis.! As! mentioned! earlier,! YouTube! is! a! social! network! where! users! can!
enrich!somebody!else’s!videos!with!comments.! In! these!comments,!people!can!reflect!on!
their!own!experiences!and! support! the!videos,! etc.!The! importance!of! comments! for!my!
dissertation!lies!in!the!ability!to!use!comments!for!the!modeling!of!either!users!or!content.!!
For!example,!I!observed!that!sometimes!the!topic!of!videos!without!a!description!could!be!
inferred! by! reading! the! comments! of! the! viewers! who! in! many! cases! shared! the! same!
health!issues!as!the!maker!of!the!video.!In!order!to!gather!some!real!data!to!support!this!
observation! we! decided! to! explore! the! characteristics! of! comments! posted! on! patients’!
videos! about! multiple! sclerosis.! To! my! knowledge,! this! is! the! sole! study! on! comments!
posted!on!health<related!videos.!
3.3.1.1. Methods!
During! the! first! week! of! December! 2008! we! searched! for! YouTube! users! who! had!
published!at!least!three!videos!in!English!about!living!with!multiple!sclerosis.!In!total,!we!





• Personal! health! information:! comments! containing! personal! health! experiences!
such!as!diagnosis,!symptoms,!etc.!












The! majority! of! the! comments! were! classified! in! several! categories! (see! Figure! 8).! For!
example,!many! comments! discussing! the! video! also! added! personal! health! information.!!
Nearly! three! quarters! of! the! comments! discussed! the! videos! (77%,! n=247)! and! the!
majority! of! the! comments! showed! gratitude! (55%,! n=177).! ! Twenty! percent! of! the!
















used! to!model! the! content!of! the!video!or! the!user!because! it! contained!personal!health!
information.! In! addition,!many!of! the! comments!discussing! the!video! could! also!provide!
clues! about! the! topic! of! the! video! and! therefore! be! used! for! modeling.! However,! that!



















domain66,89,144.!The!extracting!of! semantic! information! from! tags! can!help! to! find! similar!
content!64.!!
In! the! health! domain,! semantic! technologies! can! help! to! translate! layperson! vocabulary!
into!a!medical!vocabulary!and!vice<versa! 88.!A!wide!range!of! semantic! technologies!have!
been! used! to!model! clinical! documents,! facilitate! interoperability,! etc.! In! fact,! there! are!
well<known! standardized! medical! thesauri,! such! as! SNOMED! CT,! which! provide!
descriptions!of!more!than!311,000!medical!related!concepts.!!
To! gain! a! better! understanding! of! the! metadata! of! medical! videos,! with! some! fellow!
researchers! I! designed! a! study! about! the! use! of! SNOMED! CT! terminology! as! tags!
describing! health! videos.! That! study! was! published! and! it! is! RQ1.Paper! 4! of! this!




We! implemented! a! video!portal! based!on! the!prototypes!developed!during!my!PhD!and!
also! the! prototypes! developed! within! the! European! project! m<Educator.! In! the! video!




match!and!non<exact!match.! ! Figure!10!describes! in!detail! the!architecture!of! the! system!











found,! SNOMED!CT! terms!were! present! in! 20.6%!without! “exact<match”! and! 4.7%!with!
“exact<match”.! Taking! into! account! the! total! number! of! tags! (n=64,367),! 37.6%!of! them!
were!SNOMED!CT!non<exact!matches,!while!7.4%!were!exact!matches.!These!differences!
between!unique!tags!and!overlapped!tags!can!be!explained!by!the!common!repetition!of!
SNOMED! CT! tags! across! videos.! We! also! found! that! 17.7%! of! the! videos! contained! no!








The! presence! of! medical! thesauri! on! the! tags! describing! the! videos! was! modest! but!
significant.!The!possible!combination!of!tags!with!other!types!of!videos’!textual!metadata!
(e.g.! comments,! titles,! description)! could! increase! the! percentage! of! SNOMED! CT! terms!
associated!to!a!video!and!be!used!to!index!or!facilitate!information!retrieval.!SNOMED!CT!
terms! could! be! used! to! enrich! videos! with! additional! information! such! as! scientific!
publications,!health!dictionaries,!the!explanation!of!terms,!etc.!
However,! using! semantic! information! from! tags! for! information! retrieval! will! have! to!
contend! with! several! obstacles.! Many! videos! did! not! have! terms,! even! in! this! dataset,!
which!only!contained!videos!from!American!hospitals,!which!in!general!are!more!likely!to!
use! medical! vocabulary.! ! The! use! of! additional! textual! metadata! (e.g.! descriptions! and!
comments)!will!also!be!a!challenge!due!to!the!language!gap!between!medical!vocabulary!
and! layperson! language! which! is! more! common! in! social! media.! This! issue! has! been!
already! addressed! by! researchers! working! towards! the! definition! of! Consumer! Health!
Vocabulary!172!and!it!has!also!been!studied!in!patients’!forums!such!as!PatientsLikeMe144.!!







YouTube! has! become! the! biggest! repository! of! online! videos! and! it! is! a! social! network!
where! people! can! find,! view,! share! and! comment! videos22,105,171.! There! are! over! 100!
million! videos! on! YouTube! and! many! of! them! are! health! related,! published! both! by!
patients25and! healthcare! organizations21.! Some! recent! studies! have! explored! the! use! of!
YouTube!for!health!promotion7,34and!education50,146.!However,!the!nature!of!YouTube!also!
makes! it!perfect! for!disseminating! low!quality!health!videos!and!even!videos!promoting!
unhealthy!behaviors!that!can!cause!harm95.!
As! explained! before,! the! quality! of! health<related! videos! on! YouTube! can! be! very!
heterogeneous.!In!this!project!one!of!the!main!issues!I!faced!was!how!to!find!high!quality!
social!media.!!The!first!challenge!I!met!in!my!research!was!to!establish!what!“good”!social!
media! was! because! different! stakeholders! have! completely! different! opinions.! ! When! I!
asked!some!patients,!they!said!that!they!preferred!videos!that!were!informative,!funny!and!
above<all!sensitive!to!their!situation.!Other!patients!(and!many!doctors)!told!me!that!they!
preferred!videos!by! authoritative! authors! (e.g.!medical! doctors).! ! Video! experts!worried!
about! the! sound,! images,! while! computer! scientists! always! complained! about! bad!
metadata.! I! teamed! up! with! several! researchers! to! address! the! important! issue! of!
identifying! the! quality! parameters! that! have! been! considered! for! health! videos! on!
YouTube.!In!our!study!presented!here,!we!performed!a!systematic!review!of!the!literature!
on!YouTube! health! videos! aimed! at! identifying! quality! parameters! reported! in! previous!
studies.!
We!normally!consider!quality!from!a!more!general!point!of!view;!however,!the!quality!of!
health! information! is! highly! dependent! on! the! viewer.! ! For! example,! a! video! about! the!
nutritional! advantage! of! using! whole! sugar! will! be! irrelevant! and! even! dangerous! for!
somebody!with!Diabetes!Type! I.! As! Purcell! et! al!mentioned,! “the! quality! of! information,!






A! detailed! description! of! this! study! can! be! found! in! RQ1.Paper! 4.! The! methodology!
employed! in! the! study!was! an! adaptation! of! the! systematic! review! approach!PRISMA100.!








consensus!was!reached.! In! total!13!abstracts!were!selected,! the! inter<rater!reliability! for!
this! first! review! was! found! to! be! Kappa=0.73! (P<.001),! 95%! CI! (0.662<0.792),! and!
considered!“moderate”![21].!!The!13!abstracts!selected!in!the!first!round!were!analyzed!by!
two!additional!independent!reviewers!who!classified!them!as!included!or!excluded!using!
the! same! pre<determined! criteria.! After! this! second! abstract! review,! 4! references! were!
considered! for! inclusion! by! two! reviewers,! 5! references! by! three! reviewers,! and! 4!
references!by! all! four! reviewers.!Overall,! the!13! abstracts! that!were! selected!by! at! least!

















































The!most! common! approach! to! evaluate! the! quality! of! a! YouTube! health! video!was! the!
manual!assessment!of!one!or!more!experts!(8!of!13!publications,!62%).!The!experts!were!
mainly! health! professionals! and! other! researchers! 7,34,50,57,67,119,122,140,146,148,155,! but!
surprisingly! the! assessment! by! patients! was! only! found! in! one! study! (8%).! In! this!
category,! the! quality! concept! referred! to! the! 1)! accuracy<credibility! of! the! content,! 2)!




are!normally! analyzed!by! the!active!watching!of! the!whole! content!of! the!video!and! the!
review!of!the!metadata!(e.g.!description).! !This!is!a!highly!complex!task!!because!medical!




The! popularity! of! the! videos! was! also! considered! related! to! its! quality! in! most! of! the!
papers! (9! papers,! 69%)4,7,34,50,67,119,122,146,155.! The! rationale! for! linking! popularity! with!
quality! was! that! popularity! might! be! the! result! of! the! attractiveness! of! the! video! (e.g.!











considered! relevant! to! assess! quality! in! many! papers! 67,119,122,146,148,155.! Other! technical!
parameters!included!appropriate!light,!sounds,!angle!and!resolution50,67,148,155.!The!quality!
of! the! metadata! (e.g.! title,! tags! and! description)! was! also! a! common! quality!
parameter4,57,67.!The!metadata!was!assessed!by:! (1)!good!description!and!comprehensive!
narrative!4,57,67,! (2)evidence<based34,122,140,146,! (3)!suitability! as! a! teaching! tool50,122,140,155,!
(4)!credentials!or!contact! information!provided! in! the! video67,119,140,! (5)!amount! of!
content!or!the!presence!of!enough!information!and!ability!to!identify!its!objective!4,57.!
3.4.3. Discussion!
In! this! discussion,! I! shall! focus! on! how! those! quality! aspects! can! be! taken! into!
consideration! to! build! new! technical! solutions! for! the! retrieval! of! high! quality! health!
videos!from!social!networks!such!as!YouTube.!
Quality! is! no! simple! aspect! and! it! involves! multiple! factors.! In! fact,! there! is! a! lack! of!
consensus!in!the!scientific!literature!over!which!should!be!the!main!criteria!to!assess!the!




The! assessment! of! quality! based! on! expertOdriven! measurements! presents! a! major!
problem! for! application! on! a! wide! scale.! As! the! volume! of! online! videos! grows!
exponentially!(72!hours!of!video!uploaded!every!minute171),!using!only!expert!evaluation!
to!assess!the!quality!of!all!videos!posted!on!YouTube!is!not!a!realistic!or!sustainable!long<




very! easy! to! integrate! in! information! retrieval! tools.!However,! great! care!must!be! taken!
because! the! study! was! limited! to! 13! papers.! For! example,! we! did! not! find! any! paper!
addressing!the!quality!of!videos!about!sexual!health!or!other!topics!(e.g.!eating!disorders)!
where!it!might!be!plausible!for!popularity!to!be!related!more!to!polemical!content!or!even!
graphical! content.! Popularity! is! also! prone! to!manipulation! (e.g.! advertising! campaigns)!









is! an! important! aspect! in! many! of! the! reviewed! papers.! It! has! been! shown! that! poor!
quality! in! those! aspects! will! result! in! fewer! views,! either! by! making! the! video! less!
attractive!or!harder!to!find.!However,!once!again,!there!is!room!for!manipulation!of!those!




The!number!of!videos!disseminated!over! the! Internet!has! reached!unprecedented! levels!
due! in!particular!to!platforms!such!as!YouTube!and!Vimeo.!The!native!digital!generation!




as!a! lifestyle!choice;! this! is!a!subject!which!has!been!documented! for!nearly!a!decade117.!
This!is!a!big!societal!problem,!since!a!study!in!2009!found!that!ca.!10%!of!teenage!girls!in!
Belgium!had!searched!for!pro<anorexia!content31.!
I! collaborated! in!a! study! (RQ1.Paper5)!with!colleagues! from!Taiwan!and! the!USA!where!
we!studied!the!presence!of!pro<anorexia!videos!on!YouTube;!see!Figure!14!for!an!example.!
My! interest! in! the! study!was! to! explore! the! prevalence! of! such! types! of! videos! and! the!









keywords! that! included! terms! related! to! anorexia,! including! those! traditionally! used! by!
the!pro<anorexia!community.!The!videos!were!extracted!during!October!2011!using!a!Java!
crawler! I! developed! using! the! YouTube! API.! ! I! retrieved! 4,000! videos! for! each! query!
(thinspo,! proana,! anorexia! and! anorexia! nervosa)! and! sorting! criteria! (relevance,! view!










random! videos! with! at! least! 5,000! views.! ! The! random! selection! explored! the! overall!
prevalence! of! pro<anorexia! videos.! Of! the! final! sample! of! 150! videos,! 8!were! duplicates!
and!2!were! removed! from!YouTube!during! the!analysis! (i.e.! the!video! creator!may!have!
decided!to!remove!it).!The!final!set!of!140!videos!contained!around!11!hours!in!total.!
Three!medical!doctors! independently!reviewed!those!videos! in!order! to!classify! them!as!
pro<anorexia,! informative! or! unrelated.! Informative! videos! were! those! describing! the!
health!consequences!of!anorexia!and!how!to!cope!with!it,!while!pro<anorexia!videos!were!
those!promoting!anorexia!as!a!fashion,!a!source!of!beauty!and!providing!tips!and!methods!
for! extreme!weight! loss.! ! As! explained! below,! the! inter<rater! agreement! was!measured!






to! compare! their! features.! These! top! videos! were! not! necessarily! the! ones! shown! first!





The! inter<rater! agreement! was! considered! moderate! (Fleiss'! kappa=0.5)! 58.! Of! the! 140!














30! 10!(33%)! 17!(57%)! 3!(10%)!
Total!reviewed!
videos!




results.! In! absolute! terms! the! informative! videos! had!more! views,! nearly! 5! times!more.!
However,! in! terms! of! ratings! there! was! a! similar! ratio! between! likes! and! dislikes.!
Surprisingly,! the! pro<anorexia! videos! were! favored! 3! times! more! than! the! informative!
videos!(odds!ratio![OR]!3.3,!95%!CI!3.3<3.4,!P<.001)!after!adjusting!for!number!of!views.!







Features! ProOanorexia! %! Informative! %! OR!(95%!CI)! P!value!
Total!views! 9,51!million! 100! 51,62!million! 100! ! !
Favorite! 24,462! 0,26! 39,424! 0,08! 3,37!(3.32<3.43)! <.001 
Total!
Likes/Dislikes!
15,209! 0,16! 45,486! 0,09! 1,82(1,78<1,85)! <.001!
! Likes! 12,506! 82,58! 40,332! 88,67! 0,61!(0,58<0,64)! <.001!
! Dislikes! 2,649! 17,42! 5,154! 11,33! 1,65!(1,57<1,74)! <.001!
!
Pro<anorexia! videos! commonly! featured! extremely! thin! female! models,! with! the! few!
exceptions!of!a!video!featuring!boys!and!another!with!overweight!models!(also!referred!to!
as! reverse! thinspo).! In!many!cases! those!videos! included! “inspirational”!quotes!and! tips!
for! losing!weight.! !For!example,!Figure!16!shows!a!video!with!a!pro<anorexia!nutritional!
pyramid!where! smoking!and! taking!diuretic!drugs!are! featured!as! recommendations! for!













The! informative! videos! came! from! a! wide! range! of! angles,! from! TV! reports! about! the!
disease!from!major!news!agencies!(such!as!CBS),! to!health!organizations!and!individuals!
recovering!from!the!disease.!The!vocabulary!changed!a!lot!depending!on!the!video!creator,!
















solely! on!metrics! related! to! popularity! to! find! trustworthy! health! videos! could! be! very!
challenging!in!scenarios!where!there!is!“popular”!demand!for!those!misleading!videos.!The!










to! extract! and! model! health! social! media! content! and! users.! Many! of! those! techniques!
could! eventually! be! used! to! facilitate! the! retrieval! of! high<quality! health! social! media!
content.! However,! I! faced! the! challenge! of! the! lack! of! reviews! about! the! use! of! those!
techniques!in!the!context!of!health!social!media.!!
I! decided! to! explore! 1)! user! and! content! modeling! for! health! social! media,! 2)!
personalization!and!tailored!health!education!and!3)!community!analysis!of!health!social!

































Health! Informatics:! Biomedical! text!
mining!78!









Analysis! of! text,! audio! and! video! to! diagnose! health!
problems,! which! can! be! used! for! user! and! document!
modeling.!
Computer! Science:! User! modeling!
and!personalization5!












To! extract! information! from! the! community! of! users! (e.g.!
tagging,!ratings)!





We! designed! this! review! to! identify! relevant! research! literature! that! addressed! aspects!
related!to!health!personalization! in! the!social!web,!mainly!related!to!user!and!document!
modeling.!!
The! search! for! relevant! literature! took! place! in! major! scientific! databases! in! computer!
science!(e.g.!ACM!digital!Library)!and!biomedicine!(e.g.,!PubMed).!In!addition,!we!searched!
through!the!references!of!the!selected!papers,!conferences!(e.g.!UMAP)!and!grey!literature.!




The! team! of! authors,! under!my! leadership,! performed! the! selection! of! relevant! articles.!
The!different!backgrounds!(i.e.!computer!science,!medical! informatics!and!public!health)!
of! the! authors! were! crucial! to! ensure! the! implications! of! the! research! were! fully!
understood.!
4.1.2. Results!
RQ2.Paper! 2! provides! a! detailed! description! of! all! the! approaches! for! the! extraction! of!













the!personal! traits! of! the!users!who!posted! the! content.! ! For! example,! it! is! common! for!
users! to! disclose! personal! health! information! in! user! profiles! and! also! comments!




























On! the!basis! of! the! reviewed! literature,! there! is! no!doubt! about! the!potential! of! natural!
language! processing! for! the! modeling! of! health! social! media.! However,! advanced!
techniques!for!extracting!relevant!health!information!can!be!challenged!by!ethical!issues,!
in! particular! privacy.! Textual! analysis! will! also! face! the! challenge! of! the! heterogonous!
character! of! medical! vocabulary,! including! the! use! of! acronyms.! ! Furthermore,! textual!
content! can! be! prone! to! spamming! issues.! A! less! intrusive! approach! could! be! based! on!













sub<communities!are!not! relevant.!Furthermore,! Social!Network!Analysis! can!be!used! to!








section,! addresses! the! study! on!how! social! network! analysis! can! be! used! to! extract!
information! about! the! characteristics! of! health! social!media.! In!order! to! study! that!
broad!question!I!decided!to!focus!on/analyze!several!case<studies.!First!of!all,!the!case!of!
online! communities! about! anorexia! was! of! special! interest! due! to! the! presence! of! sub<
communities!promoting!misinformation.!!Secondly,!the!case!of!diabetes!was!selected!as!a!
prime! example! of! a! chronic! disease! where! online! communities! are! thriving! and! very!
popular.!!!
The! reliability! of! health! information! is! a! crucial! aspect! to! take! into! consideration!when!
retrieving! online! content42.! Misleading! and! harmful! content! coexists! with! educational!
content! that! can! help! people! manage! their! health! better.! Trust! in! the! creator! and! the!
content!is!one!of!the!most!complex!and!challenging!quality!features!to!take!into!account.!In!




As! described! in! the! previous! chapter,! a! possible! mechanism! for! inferring! the!
trustworthiness! of! health! social!media! is! the! use! of! social! network! and! link! analysis! of!

















present! a! study! on! the! interactions! between! pro<anorexia! and! pro<recovery! peers! on! a!
photo<sharing! site.! There! was! also! a! lack! of! knowledge! about! the! features! of! the! most!
reputable! members! within! online! diabetes! communities;! this! is! addressed! in! the! study!
presented!in!Section!5.3.!!
5.1. Trust!and!Health!Social!Networks!
Trust! is! a! crucial! part! of! online! health! information! delivery! since! information! that! is!
untrusted!by!the!receiver!will!scarcely!be!taken!into!consideration.!There!have!been!many!
studies! looking!at!what!makes!online! information! trustworthy! 59,107,121,138.! !Most!of! them!
have! looked! into! the!validity!of! the! information!provider!and!also! the! information! itself.!
Websites!can!be!designed!to!enhance!credibility,!by!careful!design!of!both!graphical!and!
textual! elements59.! However,! trust! is! always! subjective! and! rather! personal,! thus! some!
other! studies! have! explored! personalizing! recommendations! based! on! trust! 121.! ! In! the!
health!domain,!trust!becomes!even!more!complex!since!the!information!seeker!may!trust!
information! but! still! be! misleading! and! harmful;! and! vice! versa.! ! Studies! show! that!





and!multidimensional! aspect.! In! the! context! of! social!media,! trust! is! also! related! to! the!
confidence!of! the!messenger!within!the!online!community.! !Many!studies!have! looked!at!
the! influences! in!health!social!networks,!both!online28and!real<life!social!networks26.!For!
example,! in! a! study! of! a! large! smoking! cessation! online! community! the! position! of! the!
members!within! the!network!was! found! to!correlate!with! their!health!behavior28.!These!
findings! are! not! directly! related! to! trustworthiness! but! we! can! conjecture! that! health!
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behavior!was!more! influenced! by! the! top<influencers! of! the! networks,! those!with!more!
social!trust.!There!are!many!psychological!theories,!such!as!the!Social!Cognitive!Theory159,!
explaining! why! people! tend! to! put! more! trust! in! leaders! and! also! similar! peers.! These!
social!influences!can!be!studied!using!social!network!analysis.!!
In! the! context! of! health! social! networks,! several! aspects! have! not! received! sufficient!
attention!from!the!research!community.!For!example,!most!studies!have!focused!on!social!
networks! that! address! one! common! health! interest,! such! as! communities! promoting!
anorexia!as!a!lifestyle.!However,!there!are!no!studies!looking!into!the!network!and!social!
influence!dynamics!between!antagonistic!communities,!an!aspect!I!address!in!RQ3.Study!I.!
Trust! is! a! very! complex! concept! that! has! been!used! across! disciplines.! According! to! the!
Encyclopedia! Britannica’s! dictionary,! trust! is! the! “belief! that! someone! or! something! is!
reliable,!good,!honest,!effective,!etc”37.!Overall,!trust!models!are!present!in!many!computer!
science! domains138,! but! in! this! dissertation! I! focus! on! information! retrieval! and! social!
trust.!Most!current!algorithms!for!web!information!retrieval!combine!both!relevance!and!
trustworthiness,! since! untrusted! but! relevant! content! is! clearly! useless! (e.g.! spam).!
Trustworthiness! in! web! information! retrieval! is! in! most! cases! calculated! using! link!
analysis!metrics!which!resemble!social!network!metrics!predating!the!Internet.!A!link!to!a!
website! is! inferred! as! endorsement! towards! it.! ! As! explained! by! the! authors! of! the!
TrustRank72! algorithm,! untrusted! webpages! are! those! that! maliciously! try! to! influence!
search! engines.! These! websites! are! defined! as! web! spam73.! ! In! recommender! systems,!
trust!often!refers!to!users’!belief!in!the!quality/usefulness!of!the!recommendations121.!
The! dichotomy! between! usefulness! and! trustworthiness! can! also! be! applied! to! health!
information! retrieval42,48,143,154,163.! Health! information! is! only! useful! if! trusted! by! the!
receiver.! From! a! public! health! point! of! view,! the! issue! of! trust! is! often! described! as! a!














online!movement! of! people! affected! by! anorexia! nervosa!who! advocate! that! anorexia! is!
not! a! disease!but! rather! a! lifestyle! choice! 63,76,103,117,120,135.! These! communities! have!been!
studied! for! many! years! and! are! commonly! defined! as! “pro<ana”! or! lately! the! term!
“thinspo”!(inspiration!to!be!thin)!has!become!popular.!Members!of!pro<ana!communities!
share!tips,!emotional!support,!pictures,!etc.!aimed!at!helping!each!other!achieve!unrealistic!
and! dangerous! behaviors! to! lose! weight.! This! pro<anorexia! content! is! a! cause! of!major!
public! concern! since! it! can! affect! the! health! of! the! younger! and! more! vulnerable!
population8.!A!study!found!that!more!than!10%!of!female!high<school!students!in!Belgium!
have!consumed!online!pro<anorexia!content!31.!!
In! relation! to! this! dissertation,! the! case! of! anorexia! health! social! media! is! of! special!
















In!our!study!we!used!data! that!was!public,! in!order! to!avoid!privacy!problems.!The!data!
was!collected!during!February!2012!using!the!Flickr!API!and!crawling!of!actual!pages.!The!
selection! of! seed! users! was! performed! using! four! methods;! in! total! we! identified! 753!
users.!The!first!method!consisted!of!searching!for!users!who!uploaded!at!least!two!photos!
using! pro<anorexia! keywords! (e.g.,! thinspo,! thinspiration,! proana).! The! second! method!
was! to! select! users! who! posted! at! least! two! photos! in! anorexia<related! groups! (e.g.!





We! obtained! metadata! information! of! 543,891! photos;! 2,229,489! comments;! 642,317!
favorite!links;!237,165!outgoing!links!of!contacts!between!users.!
The! collected! users! were! labeled! according! to! their! degree! of! pro<anorexia! or! pro<
recovery! by! researchers! using! a! Likert<based! scale.! A! good! agreement! was! achieved!
according!to!Kappa!inter<rater!agreement!(0.51,!P<.001)29.!!There!were!172!pro<recovery!
users!and!319!pro<anorexia!users.!Further!tags!related!to!anorexia!content!were!identified!
selecting! the! tags! that! were! at! least! 10! times! more! likely! to! appear! on! non<anorexia!
related!photos.!A!total!of!25,689!photos!contained!at!least!one!of!these!tags.!
5.2.2. Results!
Posting! activity:! the! two! sub<communities! presented! a! correlation! between! the! posting!
activities!(0.82,!P<.001).!In!general,!pro<recovery!users!are!more!active,!posting!a!median!
of! 196! photos,! compared! to! 105! photographs! by! pro<anorexia! users! (statistically!
significant,!ranksum,!P<!10<5).!
Tagging:! ! The! pro<anorexia! community! used! fewer! tags! related! to! self<portraits.! ! There!
was!a!set!of!tags!more!commonly!found!in!pro<anorexia!videos!such!as!“thispo”,!“doll”!and!
“skinny”.!The!pro<recovery!users!had!a!wider!variety!in!tags!including!unrelated!tags!such!
as! “garden”.! Overall,! the!most! commons! tags! of! pro<anorexia! users! refer! to! body! image!
and!interestingly!also!to!“cigarette”.!!
The!tags!used!by!each!sub<community!were!modeled!using!a!vector<space!model!weighted!




than! pro<recovery.! In! fact,! the! average! similarity! between! the! two! groups! was! 0.225!
(differences! significant! at!P<! 10<5,! ranksum! test).! That!means! that! the! similarity! among!










of! pro<recovery! contacts! by!pro<recovery!users!were! to! users! in! the! same!group.! In! the!
case!of!pro<anorexia!users!the!percentage!was!59%.!Similar!results!were!found!regarding!
the! commenting! activity.! Pro<recovery! users! were! almost! as! likely! to! favorite! a! photo!
regardless!of! the! group,! but!pro<anorexia!users!were!8.4! times!more! likely! to! favorite! a!
photo! from! a! fellow! pro<anorexia! user! than! from! a! pro<recovery! user! (89%! vs.! 11%,!
statistically!significant!at!P<!10<5,!chi2test).!
Figure!20!shows!the!networks!according!to!the!different!types!of!connections.!!The!graph!in!
the! top! left,! which! is! based! on! contact! links! between! users,! shows! a! clear! grouping!
between! the! different! pro<anorexia! and! pro<recovery! groups.! ! The! bottom<left! graph,!








!Automatic! classification! of! the! groups:! using! the! ROC! curve40! metric! we! explored! the!
predictive!value!of!the!different!connectivity!data.!The!ROC!curve!is!used!to!visualize!the!
performance!of!a!classifier,! its!area!can!range!from!0!to!1!(perfect!classification)!and!0.5!
equals! random! classification.! ! The!ROC!using! the! comments! or! contacts!was! 0.74,! using!
favorites!was!0.53!and!0.52!using!the!tags!network.!Two!users!were!considered!similar!in!
tags! if! their! cosine! distance! between! their! tags! was! greater! than! 99%.! Thus,! the! social!
links!between!the!users!were!the!best!predictive!values.!
Inter<community! posting! as! an! intervention:! some! effects! on! user! behavior!were! found!









An! important! aspect! of! this! study! for! the! retrieval! of! trustworthy! information! is! the!
finding!that!sub<communities!heavily!altered!popularity!measurements.!For!example,!pro<
anorexia! users!were! 8.4! times!more! likely! to! favorite! pro<anorexia! photos! and! this!was!
mirrored!in!the!pro<recovery!group.!This!user!behavior!contributed!to!the!creation!of!two!
clearly!distinct!sub<communities!taking!into!consideration!social!network!dynamics.!!
This! study! showed! that! social! links! (i.e.,! favorite,! friends)! were! the! best! metrics! to!
automatically!classify!users!within!the!two!different!groups.!That!finding!is!of!paramount!
importance!in!this!dissertation!since!it!reinforces!the!idea!that!social!network!metrics!can!
be!used!to! identify!misleading!content.!Misleading!content! in!this!case!are!all! the!photos!
created! within! the! pro<anorexia! sub<community,! as! our! research! shows! that! the! pro<
recovery! community! does! not! intermingle! much! with! the! pro<anorexia! community.! In!
contrast,!text!based!classification!was!not!very!useful!for!classification!since!many!words!
were!often!used!by!both!sub<communities.!
This! study! has! also! been! very! important! for! defining! future! areas! of! research.! A! better!
understanding! about! harmful! information! (e.g.,! pro<anorexia)! is! of! great! importance! for!
public!health!authorities.!
Limitations!
This!study!had!several! limitations.!First!of!all,! it!considered!a!very!specific! type!of!social!
network! (photo! sharing).! We! can! expect! similar! results! to! be! found! in! other! content<
sharing! social! networks! (e.g.! video! sharing);! nevertheless,! these! findings! cannot! be!
generalized!without!further!testing!in!other!types!of!networks.!
Secondly,!our!classification!method!was!based!on!a!manual!review!of!user!profiles!and!we!





















Data! acquisition! and! network! modeling:! in! this! study,! public! forum! activity! from! five!
diabetes! forums! was! extracted! using! a! web! crawler.! These! forums! contained! 140,000!
registered! users! and! 1.6M! posts.! That! user! interaction! data! was! used! to! model! social!
networks! where! the! user! was! the! node! and! the! edges! between! users! were! based! on!
comments! about! the! original! topic.! In! addition,! publicly! available! information! from! the!
users’! profiles! was! extracted! which! included! health! and! demographic! information.! The!
names!of! the!diabetes! communities!were!not!disclosed! in! the!paper!due! to! certain! legal!
restrictions.!
Studying!community!structure:!!the!network!structure!was!analyzed!using!PageRank!and!





high! in! those!nodes! that!were!acting!as!connectors!between!multiple!nodes.!To!perform!
this!type!of!analysis,!we!had!to!build!a!directed!social!network.!Other!parameters!from!the!












To! further! explore! the! characteristics! of! the! active! and! centric! users! we! looked! at! the!
demographic! information! available! in! the! F1! forum.! In! F1,! 82%! of! the! users! provided!
health! information.! The! majority! of! the! users! (78%)! who! provided! data! had! been!
diagnosed!less!than!two!years!earlier!(green!nodes!in!Figure!21).!The!more!central!nodes!
had! at! least! two! years’! experience!with! diabetes.! It! appears! that! patients!with! between!
two! and! ten! years! of! experience! living! with! diabetes! are! highly! active! supporting! less!




from! less!experienced!nodes,!which!might! indicate!a!newly!diagnosed!patient! struggling!
with!the!disease!seeking!support!from!an!experienced!diabetes!patient.!
5.3.3. Discussion!
This! study! provided! very! interesting! results! as! far! as! this! dissertation! is! concerned.! It!
showed! that! the!most! reputable! users! (i.e.! central! nodes)!were! in! fact! those!with!more!
experience!managing!the!disease!(i.e.!a!longer!post<diagnosis!period).!That!reinforces!the!





all! the! social! networking! activity! (e.g.! no! private! messages! between! users,! incomplete!








Despite! the! increased! availability! of! social! media! published! by! health! authorities! and!
medical!associations,! finding!online!health! information!is!no!easy!task46,47,70,108.There! is!a!
great! deal! of! misinformation,! including! content! promoting! anorexia! or! discouraging!
vaccinations2,31,152,169.!That! type!of! content!can!become!extremely!popular!and!viral! (e.g.,!
conspiracy! theories! about! vaccination).!What! is!more,! quality! labels! and! certificates! for!
online! health! information! are! not! always! effective14,81.! Therefore,! sifting! through! this! to!
find! trustworthy!health! information! remains!one!of! the!main! challenges! faced!by!health!
consumers.!
Participation!and!socialization!are! intrinsic!parts!of!social!media.!As!Figure!22! illustrates,!
when!a!patient!publishes!a!video!about! their!diabetes! this! could!potentially!be!part!of!a!
social!conversation!where!people!endorse!the!video!(ratings,!favorite)!and!also!comment.!
In! addition,! users! on! social! platforms! such! as! Flickr! or! YouTube! form! groups! and!
communities.! ! In! RQ1.Paper1,! patients! publishing! videos! about! their! health! described!
themselves!as!members!of!an!online!community.!
Related!papers:!RQ4.Paper!1!and!RQ4.Paper!2!











These!health! social!networks! in!many! cases! also!become!hubs!of!health! information.!As!
described! in!several!of! the!previous!studies,! it! is!common!for!consumers!of!health!social!
media!to!ask!the!creators!for!content!addressing!specific!topics!or!enrich!the!content!with!
comments.! Esquivel! A! et! al.! reported! that! misleading! information! about! cancer! in! an!
online! forum! was! detected! and! deleted! by! community! members! within! a! few! hours45.!
Thus,! health! communities! can! become! powerful! information! retrieval! tools.! In! addition,!
these! networks! are! very! robust! to! spammers! since! reputation! in! an! online! health!
community!is!not!easy!to!create.!
The!objective!of! this!study,!which! is! the!core!part!of! the!dissertation,!was! to!explore! the!
feasibility!of!extracting!metrics!about!the!trustworthiness!of!content!and!providers!within!
online! health! communities.! The! assumption! is! that! trustworthiness! within! a! health!
community!can!be!used!to!predict!the!quality!of!the!health!content.!Traditionally,!relying!
heavily!on!a!particular!community!to!model!trust!has!been!considered!pernicious,!as!those!
communities! might! not! represent! the! interests! of! the! general! public! (see! Tightly! Knit!
Community! description! in! Sub<section! 0).! An! authoritative! member! of! the! community,!
such!as! the! Joslin!Diabetes!Centre,! tends! to!publish!or! endorse! content!of!better!quality!





different! link<based! analyses! as! described! in! the! following! sections.! As! a! case<study,! I!




need! health<related! information! retrieval! tools! and! are! actively! engaged! in! social!
media24,71.!!The!selection!of!online!videos!was!based!on!the!fact!that!online!videos!are!one!
of!the!most!popular!and!fastest<growing!types!of!social!media,!and!YouTube!is!the!leader!
worldwide18,105,147.! I! also! had! some! strong! indicators! of! the! presence! of! a! diabetes!
community!on!YouTube!based!on!the!interviews!with!patients!described!in!RQ.Paper1.!
Relation!to!other!Research!Questions:!the!studies!performed!to!address!these!research!
questions!are!central! to!my!dissertation!and! they!rely!on! the!knowledge!acquired! in! the!
previous! studies.! ! First! of! all,! the! design! of! HealthTrust! is! based! on! the! knowledge!
acquired! about! the! unique! characteristics! of! health! social! media! (RQ1)! and! videos! in!
particular.! In! addition,! the! review! about! techniques! for! modeling! health! social! media!
(RQ2)! highlighted! significant! advantages! of! using! social! network! analysis! for! modeling!
content!and!users!of!health!social!media.!!Finally,!the!studies!performed!in!RQ3!provided!






addition,!most!web! search! engines! rely! on! link! analysis! that! is! also! a! technique!used! in!
HealthTrust.!
!
Searching! for! information!was!one!of! the! first!applications!of!computers.! In! fact,!Mooers!
coined! Information! Retrieval! as! a! computing! term! in! 1951! 115.! In! those! early! days! of!












content! collection.! The! metadata! is! a! set! of! attributes! about! the! content,! normally!
including! a! set! of! terms! used! for! indexing! and! other! attributes! such! as! the!
authoritativeness! of! the! content.! Indexing! is! a! crucial! part! in! the! process! and! it! also!
facilitates! fast! information! retrieval.! Retrieval! is! the! process! of! interaction! between! the!




of! a! global! repository! classifying!all! online! content.!However,! that! approach!was! rapidly!
overcome!by! the!development!of!web!search!engines.!Figure!23!below,!shows!the! typical!
structure!of!a!web!search!engine!as!explained!by!A.!Sonawane145.!Several!aspects!of!web!
searches! are! unique! in! the! information! retrieval! context.!Web! space! is! immense! and! in!





websites.! These! crawlers! extract! all! the! relevant! metadata! for! any! web! content.! That!
metadata! is! the! integrated! in! index! files.!A!user’s! search!query! is!processed!and!used! to!
find! relevant!webpages! from! the! index! files.!However,! the! process! does! not! finish! here,!
since,!in!many!cases,!a!huge!quantity!of!webpages!will!match!the!search!query.!That!is!why!







The! most! relevant! aspect! of! web! searching! for! this! dissertation! is! the! process! of!
determining!the!importance!of!a!website.!Web!search!engines!have!gradually!had!to!adopt!
new! techniques! for! finding! relevant! and!high!quality! content!while! avoiding! low!quality!
content! such! as! spam73.! ! The! most! common! approach! has! been! the! use! of! link!
analysis16,69,72,90,99.! The! links! between!websites! are! used! to!model! a! graph!where! nodes!
represent!webpages! and! the! edges! are! the! links! between! them.! That!web! graph! can! be!
interpreted! as! a! social! network! where! the! nodes! (aka! webpages)! with! more! incoming!
links! can! be! presumed! to! be! more! reputable,! because! linking! normally! denotes!
endorsement.!Metrics! about! the! importance! of! a!webpage! are! calculated! based! on! link<
analysis.! ! These! metrics! are! then! used! to! put! the! search! results! into! order! for! a! given!
search!query.!The!most!famous!metric!is!PageRank,!which!was!the!original!metric!used!in!
the! algorithm! of! Google16.! In! Google’s! PageRank,! links! from! one! site! to! another! can! be!




Other! algorithms,! such! as! TrustRank,! take! into! account! trustworthiness! in! online!
communities,! aimed! at! making! the! search! more! robust! to! Web! spam72.! TrustRank! is!
similar! to! PageRank! but! takes! into! special! consideration! webpages! of! well<known!
trustworthiness.! ! The! social! network! of! the! users! has! also! been! taken! into! account! to!
personalize!the!search!results.!For!example,!Gou!et!al!explored!how!to!use!social!network!
analysis! for! the! personalized! ranking! of! online! videos69.! Mislove! et! al.,! studied! the!
integration!of!social!networks!with!online!searches112.!




For! illustrative! reasons,! I! will! explain! the! basic! aspects! of! the! HITS! algorithm! that! was!
used! in! the!study!described!here90.!The!objective!of! the!HITS!algorithm!is! to! identify! the!
most! authoritative! webpages! to! rank! the! search! results.! HITS! is! based! on! two! scores:!
authoritativeness!and!hubs.!The!hubs!represent!webpages!that!link!to!many!authoritative!
pages! and! consequently! act! as! directories.! The! authorities! are! those!webpages! that! are!
highly! linked! by! many! of! the! most! representative! webpages;! they! can! be! seen! as!















values! and! yQvalues.! Very! briefly,! the! algorithm! starts! with! a! collection! of! linked! pages!
where! all! their! x<values! and! y<values! start! with! 1,! then! several! iterations! are! made! in!
which!the!x<values!and!y<values!are!updated!and!normalized.!





















Comparing! HITS! with! the! well<known! PageRank! algorithm! used! by! Google,! the! main!
difference! in! HITS! is! that! the! scores! are! calculated! at! query! time! over! a! root! set! of!
webpages!(typically!1000<5000!pages)!which!are!related!to!the!search!query.!The!scores!








engines! have! been!widely! used! to! retrieve!medical! records! (e.g.! searching! for! a! certain!
condition!in!a!patient´s!record)!and!also!biomedical!information!(e.g.!searching!genotype!
information).! !Web! search! has! been! studied!mainly! for! the! retrieval! of! research! papers!
from!online! knowledge!databases! such! as!PubMed.! For! example,! under! the!paradigm!of!
evidence<based!medicine,!a!doctor!with!a!patient!with!a!rare!disease!may!be!interested!in!
finding!out!the!latest!guidelines!about!treating!that!particular!disease.!Web!health!search!
is! emerging! as! a! new! area! of! research! with! workshops! and! special! issues! in! leading!
journals!and!conferences!38,170.!
The! problem! of! finding! trustworthy! health! websites! is! not! new.! ! For! over! a! decade,!
organizations!such!as!the!Health!on!the!Net!Foundation!have!been!working!on!the!creation!
of!quality!labels!and!guidelines!for!providers!of!health!information32,47,48,62,81,108.!!The!use!of!
quality! labels! and! seals! to! identify! websites! that! adhere! to! health! quality! information!





evaluation! of! the! quality! of! those! adhering!websites! is! revised!manually,! normally! on! a!




posted.! ! Some! studies! have! pointed! out! cases! where! those! guidelines! were! not! that!
effective!for!finding!good!health!information14,62,81.!Overall,! these!quality!seals!face!major!
problems! due! to! the! lack! of! awareness! among! information! providers! and! health!







In! this! section,! I!will! describe! the!HealthTrust!metric! followed!by! the!explanation!about!
how! it!was!used! to!search! for!diabetes!videos!posted! in!YouTube.! !The!methodology! for!






The!Merriam!Webster!Dictionary!defines! trust! as! an! “assured! reliance! on! the! character,!
ability,!strength,!or!truth!of!someone!or!something”37.!Authoritativeness!(“clearly!accurate!
or! knowledgeable”36)! and! reputation! (“overall! quality! or! character! as! seen! or! judged! by!
people!in!general”132)!are!also!often!used!as!synonyms!of!trust.!In!the!Web!Search!domain,!
the! reputation! of! a! website! is! generally! inferred! by! the! analysis! of! the! web! structure.!
Basically,!a!link!from!one!website!to!another!infers!an!endorsement!of!the!linked!website.!
This!approach!is!very!similar!to!the!impact!factor!used!to!rank!scientific!journals!based!on!







the! “assured! reliance! on! the! quality! of! users! and! content! within! an! online! health!
community.”!
An!important!motivation!of!the!HealthTrust!approach!is!that!in!some!cases!online!health!
communities! have! been! found! to! be! very! effective! filtering! out! misleading! health!
information45.! Gaining! trust! within! an! online! community! requires! a! great! deal! of!
interaction!with! fellow!users,! thus!users!are!very!cautious!about!sharing!misinformation!
that! could! damage! their! reputation.! This! is! something! reported! by! the! patients!
interviewed! in! RQ1.Paper1.! For! example,! a! user! sharing! videos! about! herbal! cures! for!
diabetes! would! receive! less! endorsement! from! the! diabetes! community! than! a! video!
created!by!the!American!Diabetes!Association.!
The!HealthTrust!metric! is! based! on! the! assumption! that!misleading! information!will! be!
endorsed! less!within!a!health!community45.!Therefore,! trustworthiness!within!the!health!
community! will! correlate! with! higher! quality.! The! algorithm! for! calculating! the!
HealthTrust!metric! is! designed! to! estimate! the! trustworthiness! of! social! media! content!
within!the!health!community!to!which!it!belongs.!!
HealthTrust!and!the!TKC!effect!(Tightly!Knit!Community)!
The! HealthTrust! approach! is! related! to! the! social! network! dynamics! of! tightly! knit!








example,! Lempel! and!Moran! ran! some!experiments! searching!webpages! about! abortion.!
They! found! that!pro<life!websites! form!a!TKC!and! their!websites! therefore! tended! to!be!
highly! ranked.! Their! SALSA! algorithm! gave! a!more! balanced! list! of! authorities! between!
pro<choice!and!pro<life!webpages,!avoiding!the!over!representation!of!pro<life!websites.!





engines! of! undermining! the! TKC! effect! could! lead! to! lower! quality! when! searching! for!
health!content.!The!HealthTrust!algorithm!described!in!this!study!is!designed!to!increase!
the! influence!of!health<related! tightly!knit! communities! to! improve! the!quality!of! search!
results.!!
Health!Trust!Implementation!and!Methodology!
A!set!of!steps!must!be! followed!to!calculate!HealthTrust! :! (1)! identification!of! the!health!
community! and! extraction! of! its! social! network,! (2)! calculation! of! the! authoritativeness!
scores!of!content!and!members,!and!(3)!calculation!of!HealthTrust!metric!for!content!and!
members.! HealthTrust! can! then! be! used! to! rank! search! results! as! explained! in! the!
subsection!“HealthTrust!for!Search.”!
As!shown!earlier! in!Figure!22,!users!and!content!are!heavily! intermingled!in!social!media!
via! favorite! links,! ratings,! friendship,! and! groups.! These! links! form! a! massive! social!
network!that!can!be!modeled!as!a!directed!graph.!Using!social!network!analysis,!one!can!









• community:! the! community! is! a! group! of! interlinked! users! with! a! common!
interest,!such!as!diabetes.!The!community!is!modeled!as!a!graph!where!nodes!are!




• InheritanceFactor:! The! InheritanceFactor! models! this! process! of! inheriting!
reputation!from!an!author!to!his!content.!A!higher!InheritanceFactor!will!result!in!a!








a! given! content! (or! author)! based! on! link! analysis! algorithm.! ! In! the! case! of! the!
calculation! of! the! authoritativeness! of! content,! the! content! is!modeled! as! a! page!
that!is!part!of!a!graph!of!interlinked!pages.!These!interlinked!pages!are!in!fact!the!
community.! As! explained! later,! authoritativeness! can! be! implemented! using!
algorithms!such!as!HITS!or!PageRank.!
1.;Community*Extraction*
The! first! step! to! calculate! HealthTrust! is! to! extract! a! health! community! from!which! its!
social!network!graph!can!then!be!extracted.! !As!explained! in! the!previous!chapter,! there!
are!many!ways!of!extracting!online!communities19,27.!Extracting! the!community! is!a!core!
aspect!in!HealthTrust!since!it!relates!to!the!specific!trust!for!a!content!or!user!within!the!
health! community.! For! example,! an!MTV! video! about! a! rock! star!with! diabetes!may! be!
seen!as!more!authoritative!than!videos!from!health!agencies!about!diabetes,!because!MTV!
is! trusted! by! a! broader! viewership! on! YouTube.! In! contrast,! in!HealthTrust! the! focus! is!




others,! favorite! or! comment! videos! shape! the! social! network! graph! of! YouTube19,128.! To!
keep!things!simple,!we!only!considered!subscriptions!and!favorite!links.!
The!community!extraction!varied!between!the!two!studies!reported!in!this!chapter.!In!the!
first,!we!searched!and!extracted!all! the!channels! (aka!users)! that!had! the!word!diabetes!



















the! authoritativeness! of! content! is! calculated! based! on! the! links! between! users! and!













goal!of!HealthTrust! is! to! give!a!metric! about! the! trustworthiness!of! content! from!health!




The! combination! of! the! authoritativeness! scores! of! content! and! users! depends! on! the!
Inheritance"Factor.!That!variable!will!regulate!how!much!“trust”!is!inherited!by!the!content!
from! the! user.! Thus,! new! content! from! a! trusted! author!will! have! a! higher!HealthTrust!
score! than! new! content! from! an! untrustworthy! author.! A! high! Inheritance! Factor! will!
imply! that! the! authoritativeness! of! the! author! is! very! important,! which! is! the! most!





b. Create! directed! edges! between! nodes! representing! subscriptions)! (channel! X!
subscribed!to!channel!Y)!and!favorites!(channel!X!subscribed!to!video!of!channel!Y).!!





















relevance.! These! two! parameters! can! be! combined! in! different! ways! providing! finer!








content! to! the! search! query,! and! (2)! the! HealthTrust! score! of! the! video.! The! relevance!
















As! described! in!RQ4.Paper1,!we!performed!one! first! study! on! the! use! of!HealthTrust! to!
find! trustworthy!diabetes!channels!on!YouTube.!The!main!objective!was! to!establish! the!
feasibility!of!using!authoritativeness!scores! to! identify! trustworthy!channels!(aka!users).!
The!Data!Collection!of!that!sub<study!involved!several!steps:!
1.<Data!Collection! (see!Figure!32):!using! the!YouTube!API!we!extracted! channels!with!




3.<! We! created! a! list! with! the! top<20! channels! according! to! YouTube! search! (by!









The! evaluation! of! the! perceived! quality! of! retrieved! channels! was! performed! by! two!
healthcare!professionals!who!classified! the!channels! independently.!They!had! to!answer!
whether!they!would!recommend!the!channel!to!a!patient!with!diabetes.!The!quality!of!the!
classification! was! measured! with! Cohen! Kappa29using! the! statistical! framework! R! for!
psychology!research!133and!it!resulted!in!good!agreement!(.61).!As!explained!in!the!results!
subsection,! the! results! were! analyzed! using! the! metrics! Precision! at! K! and! Discounted!
Cumulative!Gain!(DCG)17.!
Results!for!Diabetes!Channels!Search!
Our! approach! to! retrieve! diabetes! channels!was! evaluated! using! the!well<known!metric!
Precision! at! K! (k=5,! k=10! and! k=20).! We! compared! precision! at! K! for! the! top! results!
retrieved!by!HealthTrust!and!YouTube!Search.!The!relevance!of!a!channel!was!determined!
when! at! least! one! reviewer! (out! of! 2)! recommended! the! channel! (with! the! second!







YouTube! HealthTrust! YouTube! HealthTrust!
Precision!at!5! !80%!(4)! 80%!(4)! 80%!(4)! 100%!(5)!







Filtering! out! misleading! content! is! particularly! important! in! the! health! domain.! We!
analyzed!how!well!the!algorithms!performed!taking!into!consideration!channels!that!none!
of! the! reviewers! recommended.! For! P@K20,! HealthTrust’s! list! had! only! 3! bad! channels!
(15%)! versus! 8! (40%)! on! the! YouTube! list.! Similar! results! were! found! for! P@K10! and!
P@K5!as!described!in!R4.Paper!1.!!!







20! of! HealthTrust,! but! top<ranked! in! YouTube.! The! over! representation! of! patients! in!
HealthTrust! might! be! explained! by! their! high! level! of! social! interactions! within! the!
diabetes!community!on!YouTube.!
6.2.2. Evaluation!of!Diabetes!Videos!Search!with!HealthTrust!
In!RQ4.Paper2,!we!describe! the!main!sub<study! to!evaluate!HealthTrust.! In! this!case! the!
objective! was! to! evaluate! how! HealthTrust! can! be! used! to! retrieve! trustworthy! videos!
(and!not!users!as!in!RQ4.Paper!1).!As!explained!below,!the!approach!of!this!study!involved!
several!steps.!
The! Data! Collection! (see! figure! below)! involved! the! use! of! the! YouTube! API! to! extract!
relevant! videos! using! several! diabetes<related! queries! such! as! diabetic! foot,!diabetes!








The! evaluation! was! limited! to! two! search! queries! representing! common! information!
needs! in!patients!with!diabetes! (diabetic! foot!and!hemoglobin!A1c!<glycated!hemoglobin!
testing).! Lists!with! the! top<7! ranked!videos! for! each!query!were! created!using!YouTube!
search!and!HealthTrust!search.!Patients!and!professionals!evaluated!these!lists.!In!the!case!
of! patients,! only! videos! from! trusted! channels! were! used! to! avoid! showing! potentially!
harmful!videos!to!them.!!
Professionals! were! recruited! using! a! Snow! Ball! 68! sampling! mainly! via! mailing! lists.! In!
total,! professionals! provided! 162! ratings! of! 23! videos.! Patients! were! recruited! via! a!







foot”!and!“diabetes! A1c”!using! 1)! HealthTrust! and! 2)! YouTube! search! ordered! by!
relevance.!As!explained!in!Figure!34:!Rating!process!for!list!retrieved!by!HealthTrust!(RQ4.Paper!
2)! was! as! follows:! after! the! acceptance! of! the! informed! consent,! the! patients! and!
professionals! received! an! email! with! a! random! link! to! different! web! surveys! with! the!
video! lists.! Patients! were! assigned! randomly! to! lists! for! the! same! queries.! On! the! web!
form,!they!had!to!respond!to!questions!about!the!videos!with!Likert!scale!questions!such!












The!evaluation!of! the!search!results! retrieved!using! the!HealthTrust!approach!was!done!
with! the! Precision! at! K!metric,! and! these! were! compared! with! the! results! returned! by!







YouTube! HealthTrust! YouTube! HealthTrust!
K!=!3! 66%!(2)! 100%!(3)! 33%!(1)! 66%!(2)!
K!=!7! 57%!(4)! 70%!(5)! 43%!(3)! 57%!(4)!
!
Another!aspect!evaluated!in!this!study!was!the!correlation!between!the!average!ratings!for!
a! given! video! and! its! HealthTrust! score.! We! compared! the! normalized! scores! of!
HealthTrust!and!ratings!for!the!videos!using!the!Pearson!correlation.!Table!12!shows!that!







Pearson! P<Value! Pearson! P<Value!
Professionals! r!(10)!=.646! .023!*! r(9)!=!.275! .413!










Looking! into! the! specific! videos,! some! patterns! emerged! that! may! help! explain! why!
HealthTrust!performance!was!good.!Some!disturbing!videos,! such!as!graphic!surgery! for!





like! gruesome! videos.! If! the! misleading<harmful! videos! have! a! community! of! viewers!
which!is!more!active!or!larger!than!the!diabetes!community’s,!it!is!easy!to!understand!why!
they!are!more!highly!ranked!by!YouTube.!That!would!also!explain!why!videos!with! little!






It! is! very! difficult! to! compare! the! HealthTrust! algorithm! versus! YouTube! since! the!
YouTube! algorithm! is! not! public,! but! the! recommender! algorithm!has! been! published33.!
However,!we! assume! that! YouTube! search! is! based! on! link! analysis! as! are!most! search!
engines.!!General!purpose!search!engines!have!been!trying!to!cut!down!the!effect!of!tightly!
knit! communities! that! link! heavily! between! them! and! thereby! increase! their! reputation!
and! ranking.! This! phenomenon! is! called! the! ! “tightly! knit! community! effect”! 99and!most!
search! engines! have! been! attempting! to!minimize! this! effect! to! reduce! the! influence! of!
these! communities! and! raise! general! public! satisfaction.! In! contrast,! HealthTrust!
reinforces!the!influence!of!the!diabetes!tightly!knit!community.!Therefore,!the!HealthTrust!
approach! serves! the! diabetes! community! better! than! it! does! general! public! satisfaction.!
The! HealthTrust! algorithm! assesses! health<related! trust! but! not! general! trust! within!
YouTube.!
HealthTrust!Weaknesses!
The! diabetes<centered! approach! also! resulted! in! lower! HealthTrust! scores! for! video!
providers!with!a!solid!reputation!within!the!health!domain,!such!as!governmental!public!
health!channels! (eg,!CDC!Streaming!Health’s!Channel).!The!reason! is! that! these!channels!
have!weaker! ties!with! the!diabetes! community! since! they!do!not! engage! in!much! social!
interaction!with! the!diabetes! community!on!YouTube.!One!possible! improvement! in! the!
HealthTrust! algorithm! would! be! to! develop! a! new! HealthTrust! algorithm! adapted! to!
compute!trust!within!different!health<related!communities.!For!example,!an!algorithm!that!








the!video!appeals! to!emotional!aspects!and!that!may!be!more!attractive! to!patients! than!
professionals.!Professionals!may!prefer!to!recommend!the!most!informative!videos.!





scores! of! videos! were! based! only! on! the! scores! of! the! providers.! An! example! of! this!
problem! is! shown! in! the! following! two!videos! from! the!diabetic! foot! list! for! consumers:!
(1)!Baseball" great" Ron" Santo" &" DiabetesQQINCREDIBLE" Story,! and! (2)!Miami" Ink’s" Darren"
Brass:" Tattoos" and" Diabetes.! Both! videos! have! the! same! HealthTrust! score,! as! both! are!
from! the! same! diabetes! channel,! dLifedotcom.! However,! the!Miami! Ink!video! was! less!
appealing! to! health! consumers.! The! lack! of! enough! social! links! is! mainly! due! to! the!








channels.! We! need! to! be! careful! when! generalizing! about! the! findings,! since,! ideally,!
information!retrieval!evaluation!should!be!performed! in!a! real! search!engine!with!users!
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HealthTrust.! For! example,! in! the! case! of! videos! about! erectile! dysfunction,! it! would! be!
surprising! to! find! a! community! of! users! on! YouTube! similar! to! the! one! for! diabetes.!
Another! potential! limitation! is! the! calculation! of! HealthTrust! in! cases! where! there! is! a!
large! sub<community! promoting! harmful! content,! such! as! pro<anorexia! (RQ1.Paper5,!




have! low!HealthTrust! scores.!One!possible!way!of!overcoming! this!problem!would!be! to!
obtain!more!clues!about!the!trustworthiness!of!a!channel!by!analyzing!their!metadata.!
An!additional!limitation!of!this!study!was!the!lack!of!experiments!using!other!algorithms!
to! calculate! authoritativeness! scores.! The! use! of! the!HITS! algorithm! is! comparable!with!
PageRank!or!more! recently! developed! algorithms.! ! Another! technical! limitation!was! the!
simplistic! approach! towards! the! community! extraction! instead! of! using!more! advanced!












The! research! problem! addressed! in! this! research! question! (RQ1)! was! to! acquire! new!




RQ1.1:! What! are! the! motivations! and! challenges! of! lay! people! creating! health!
videos?!
Trust!within!social!networks!cannot!be!fully!understood!without!looking!at!the!individual.!




All! the! ePatients! interviewed!mentioned! the! importance! of! their! online! community! for!
emotional!support!and!also!as!a!key!factor!for!them!continuing!to!share!their!experience.!!












In! RQ1.Paper! 2,! we! studied! the! presence! of! personal! health! information! in! videos’!
comments.! ! We! found! that! around! 20%! of! the! comments! of! videos! from! patients! with!
multiple!sclerosis!contained!personal!private!health!information.!
In!RQ1.Paper!3,! the!focus!was!not!on!the!disclosure!of!health!information!but!rather!on!
the! use! of! medical! thesauri! in! videos’! metadata.! Only! a! modest! percentage! of! tags!
describing!the!videos!were!in!fact!found!to!be!standard!medical!thesauri.!!
The! answer! to! this! research! question! is! positive,! at! least! for! the! two! studies! in!which! I!
participated.! However,! based! on! the! results! from! those! two! studies,! I! concluded! that!







by! a! high! quality,! and! trustworthy! video.! Each! time! I! asked! this! question! to! a! different!
person! I! got! a! different! answer.! In! addition,! the! research! literature! was! equally!
inconclusive.!!!
The! literature! study! presented! in!RQ1.Paper! 4! was! meant! to! answer! this! question.! A!
systematic! search! of! the! literature! was! performed! to! create! a! matrix! with! the! most!
common! cited! quality! feature! for! health! videos.! The! findings! suggest! that! quality! is! a!
highly! complex! aspect! for! health! videos,! encompassing! a!wide! range! of! aspects! such! as!
audio!quality.!The!most!common!feature!was!related!to!the!trustworthiness!of!the!content!
provider.!!
Although!there!can!be!no!categorical!answer,! the!study! I!participated! in!has!been!highly!










General! purpose! search! engines! rely! heavily! on! popularity! metrics,! such! as! favorites,!
number! of! views,! etc.! The! study! presented! in! RQ1.Paper5! was! designed! to! explore!





7.1.2. RQ2:! What! are! the! technical! solutions! for! extracting! and!
modeling!health!social!media?!
Ultimately,! this!research!question!(RQ2)!cannot!be!answered!satisfactorily!since! it! is! too!
broad.! ! The! objective! of! this! question! was! to! create! new! knowledge! by! means! of!
systematically! reviewing! different! approaches! for! extracting! and!modeling! social!media!
within!the!health!domain.!!
In! the! review!paper! (RQ2.Paper!1),!we! identified! the!problems! and! advantages! of! using!






















7.1.3. RQ3:! How! Social! Network! Analysis! is! used! to! extract!
information!about!the!characteristics!of!health!social!media?!
In! RQ,3! I! studied! whether! social! network! analysis! could! be! used! to! infer! the!








Some!people!might!argue! that! social!network!analysis! is!of! little!use! in! scenarios!where!
there! is! a! misleading! and! highly! active! sub<community,! such! as! with! pro<anorexia!
communities.! The! study! presented! in! RQ3.Paper! 1! actually! demonstrates! the! opposite.!
Social! network! metrics! performed! better! than! textual! analysis! for! the! classification! of!
members!disseminating!harmful! information!about!anorexia.! ! In!addition,!we! found! that!
social! network! analysis! could! be! used! to! separate! misleading! from! informative! social!
media! providers.! ! The! main! problem! found! in! textual! analysis! for! modeling! anorexia<











(and! supposedly! knowledge).! In! RQ3.Paper! 2,! we! found! that! in! the! case! of! diabetes!




7.1.4. RQ4:! Can! trust<based! metrics! improve! the! retrieval! of! social!
videos!about!diabetes?!
In!RQ4,! I! explored!whether! it! is! possible! to! improve! the! retrieval! of! social! videos! about!
diabetes! using! metrics! that! capture! trust! within! a! health! social! network.! I! designed! a!
metric! called!HealthTrust,!which! is! calculated!using! social! network!metrics.! ! The!metric!
was! used! in! two! studies! aimed! at! improving! the! retrieval! of! diabetes! videos! and! also!
relevant!publishers!of!videos.!
RQ4.1:! Can! a! metric! of! trustworthiness! within! a! health! community! be! used! to! retrieve!
relevant!trustworthy!providers!of!diabetes!videos?!
!
In! the! first! study! of!HealthTrust,!we! found! that! the!metric!HealthTrust!was! better! than!
YouTube! for! avoiding! unrelated! and! misleading! video! providers.! ! Therefore,! we! can!













study! of! diabetes! providers,! the! main! improvements! were! due! to! the! capability! of!
HealthTrust! to! avoid! misleading! and! gruesome! videos.! ! Similar! issues! were! found!







different! structure! and! network! dynamics.! It! might! have! been! possible! to! address! a!
specific!health!problem!(e.g.!diabetes)!and!therefore!possibly!have!a!narrower!answer!to!
all! the! research!questions.! Instead,! I! decided! to!perform!my! research!using! case! studies!
that!have!the!advantage!of!producing!more!generalizable!results.!!!!
The!main!contribution!of!the!dissertation,!the!HealthTrust!Study,!has!only!been!tested!in!a!
simulated! environment! within! a! particular! health! community! and! with! one! type! of!
content.!This!is!definitely!only!an!approximation:!a!real!setting!evaluation!will!be!required!













Public! Health:! it! is! well! known! that! access! to! health! information! is! crucial! for!
professionals! and!patients!who!need! to! take! informed!decisions!on!a!daily!basis.! In! this!
dissertation,! I! have! collaborated! with! other! researchers! to! gain! more! insight! into! how!
health!information!is!disseminated!and!trusted,!and!the!way!it!evolves!in!social!networks.!
That! knowledge! should! be! taken! into! consideration! by! health! authorities! before! they!
invest! resources! in! social! media.! For! example,! we! found! that! pro<anorexia! online!
communities!are!very!effective! in! reaching! those! searching! for!health! information!about!
eating! disorders.! The! understanding! of! the! online! social! dynamics! of! pro<anorexia!
communities! may! help! to! increase! the! chances! of! success! for! online! interventions!
regarding!eating!disorders.!
In! this! dissertation,! we! have! seen! how! good! content! from! a! health! point! of! view!
guarantees!neither!popularity!nor!visibility!in!social!media.!!The!outreach!of!health!social!
media! depends! on!multiple! factors! (e.g.! social! dynamics,! metadata! quality).! ! Therefore,!
online!public!health!authorities!should!take!into!account!all!those!factors!(or!the!ones!that!





recommend! that! more! resources! be! directed! to! research! of! Online! Health! Information!
Retrieval.! Another! aspect! to! consider! is! the! feasibility! of! social! network! analysis! for!
identifying!providers!of!harmful! information!(e.g.!promotion!of!anorexia).!Policy!makers!
can! enforce! the! adoption! of! specific! health<related! filtering! tools! in! web! browsers! to!
protect!the!most!vulnerable!population!(e.g.!minors).!
ICT! Research:! ! this! dissertation! shows! the!potential! of! algorithms! specifically! designed!
for! the! online! health! sphere! to! improve! results! versus! more! general! approaches.! ! This!
dissertation! is! one! of! the! few! looking! from! a! computing! perspective! into! the! specific!
challenges!of! finding! relevant! and! trustworthy!online!health! information.!While!modest,!
these! very! promising! results,! and! the! enormous! potential! societal! impact,! should!
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encourage!others! in! ICT! research! to! address! the! challenge!of! finding! trustworthy!online!
health!information.!!
When!I!started!the!PhD,!I!believed!that!the!online!health!domain!was!very!complex.!I!was!
aware! that! “good”! information! from! a! technical! point! of! view! could! be! misleading! and!
harmful.! After! seven! years! of! research,! I! have! discovered! that! the! scenario! is! far! more!
complex! than! I! had! imagined! and! the! problem! needs! to! be! approached! from! multiple!
perspectives! to! understand! it.! ! In! my! dissertation,! I! had! to! collaborate! with!
anthropologists,!physicians,!patients,!caregivers,!nurses,!etc.! !ICT!research!in!this!domain!
requires! a! fairly! complex! multidisciplinary! approach.! ! That! extra! complexity! for! ICT!
research! in! this! domain! is! compensated! by! multiple! and! societally! important! research!
challenges.!
7.4. Recommendations!for!Future!Research!
This! PhD!work! has! increased! our! knowledge! of! how! health! information! flows! in! social!
media,!with!a!special!focus!on!the!role!of!the!different!online!communities.!!The!research!
presented! here! has! identified! the! mismatch! between! the! quality! of! online! health!
information! and! results! retrieved! by! general! web! information! retrieval! solutions.! I!
identified! that! social! network! dynamics! play! a! major! role! in! the! visibility! of! health!
information.!However,!our!comprehension!of!the!dynamics!and!processes!involved!is!very!
limited.! For! example,! we! do! not! really! understand!why!misleading! information! such! as!
anti<vaccination!or!pro<anorexia!are!so!highly!visible!on!social!media!platforms.!A!better!
understanding! of! misinformation! content! providers! in! social! media! would! help! us! to!
improve! the!definition!of!algorithms! for! information!retrieval!or!define!better! strategies!
for!different!health!organizations!when!it!comes!to!disseminating!content!in!social!media.!
Another! area! of! special! interest! in! relation! to! my! dissertation! concerns! the! process! of!
information!seeking!in!the!health!domain.! !Very!few!studies!have!looked!into!how!health!
consumers! create! their! search! queries! as! part! of! their! information! seeking! process.!
Without!that!knowledge!it!is!impossible!to!provide!effective!tools!to!help!consumers!(and!
professionals)!find!trustworthy!and!relevant!content.!!I!am!collaborating!with!Dr.!EldYov<
















“I promise nothing complete; because any human thing supposed to be complete, must not 





As! in! nature,! each! time! a! new! innovation! emerges! in! social! media! some! users! adapt!
these!innovations!to!achieve!their!unique!goals.!Every!single!user!of!social!media!lives!as!
an! individual! organism;! their! similar! peers! form! a! population,! and! they! coexist! with!
others!in!an!ecosystem!that!is!part!of!a!more!general!biosphere.!Many!patients!embrace!
social!media! technologies!as!a!way!of! communicating,! creating!content!and!socializing!
with! fellow! patients! and! healthcare! professionals.! Users! adapt! these! technologies! to!




research! has! made! me! realize! that! in! the! case! of! health! social! media! and! videos! in!
particular! the! situation! is! very! similar.! Health! professionals! tend! to! consider! as! very!
important!the!characteristic!of!how!credible!the!author!of!the!content!is!and!the!clinical!
validity! of! the! content.!Many! patients! consider! emotional! and! affective! characteristics!
(e.g.! how!positive,! friendly,! enjoyable)! as! important.! Information! retrieval! experts! are!
concerned! about! the! quality! of! the! data! describing! the! content! (aka! metadata)! to!
facilitate!the!search!process.!In!addition,!as!new!features!are!brought!into!social!media!
(e.g.! wearable! technologies! with! Google! Glass)! new! characteristics! will! emerge! with!
different!levels!of!importance!for!each!individual!in!the!health!social!media!context.!My!
research! provides! a! snapshot! of! many! important! characteristics! that! need! to! be!
considered!in!health!videos.!In!a!nutshell,!these!social!videos!need!to!be!from!a!trusted!
source! and! they! have! to! be! enjoyable! for! the! intended! audience.!Many! characteristics!








biology! there! are! many! techniques! for! measuring! the! characteristics! of! a! living!
organism.! ! In!RQ2.Paper! 1,! I! identified! dozens! of! types! of! techniques! that! have! been!
used!to!model!social!media!content!and!users,!some!of!which!have!already!been!applied!
in! the! health! domain.! Of! those,! the! most! promising! were! those! involving! textual!
processing! (Natural! Language! Processing)! and! social! network! analysis.! Natural!
Language! Processing! faced! serious! ethical! issues,! the! risk! of! being! used! against! the!
privacy!of!users.!Social!Network!Analysis!was!found!to!be!less!challenging!in!that!sense,!
because! the! scope! of! social! network! analysis! is! mainly! limited! to! characterizing!




RQ3.* How* can* Social* Network* Analysis* be* used* to* extract* information* about* the*
characteristics*of*health*social*media?!
Social! Network! Analysis! has! been! used! for! many! decades! to! explore! socialization!
processes.!For!example,!Social!Network!Analysis!can!provide!clues!about!how!diseases!
spread! in! the! case! of! an! epidemic! outbreak.! Also,! since! we! influence! each! other’s!
behavior! it! is! possible! to! study! the! dissemination! of! health! lifestyles.! In! addition,! by!
studying!the!social!network!we!can!identify!the!leader,!the!facilitator,!or!the!outsiders.!
In! my! dissertation,! I! decided! to! get! involved! in! two! studies! looking! into! the! social!
network! characteristics! in! diabetes! and! eating! disorders! (i.e.! anorexia).! Diabetes!
communities! are! representative! in! social! media,! since! they! are! homogenous! and!
successful!social!networks.!In!RQ3.Paper!2,!I!learned!that!the!most!reputable!members!
of! diabetes! social! networks! are! those! with! more! experience! living! with! the! disease.!
Thus,! there! was! a! link! between! knowledge! and! reputation! in! the! social! network.! ! In!
contrast,!online!communities!about!anorexia!are!well!known!for!promoting!dangerous!
information! (i.e.! pro<anorexia).! In! RQ3.Paper! 1,! we! found! that! the! anorexia! social!
network! in! Flickr! was! in! fact! an! ecosystem! of! intermingled! and! antagonistic! sub<
communities! promoting! either! trustworthy! information! about! the! diseases! or!





As! in! nature,! the! study! of! the! interactions! between! individuals,! communities! and! the!
ecosystem!turned!out!to!be!of!crucial!importance!to!understand!the!dynamics!and!trust!








might! be! very! significant! for! finding! trustworthy! health! content! for! that! particular!
community.!
The!HealthTrust!study!(RQ4.Paper!1!and!RQ.Paper!2)!was!designed!to!test!whether!a!




YouTube! Search,! as! an! example! of! any! general! web! search,! aims! to! help! the! entire!
Internet!biosphere.!A!general!web!search!is! intended!to!optimize!information!retrieval!
for! the! largest! number! of! users.! In! contrast,! the! HealthTrust! approach! focuses! on!




As! for! future! work,! there! is! a! very! clear! limitation! in! the! HealthTrust! approach! that!
needs!to!be!overcome.!HealthTrust!is!designed!for!a!particular!community.!As!in!nature,!
different! communities! are! interlinked! and! co<exist! with! other! communities! of! living!




(e.g.! pro<anorexia! vs! pro<recovery,! RQ3.Paper! 1).! A! possible! way! of! overcoming! this!
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limitation!would!be!to!design!a!general!HealthTrust!for!the!entire!health!ecosystem!that!
combined!trust!metrics!for!each!community!(e.g.!DiabetesTrust,!SclerosisTrust).!
!
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